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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement
While the number of brand extensions is proliferating
in the 1980's,

managers have little insight into whether

extensions affect consumers'
itself.

Yet,

perceptions of the brand name

the potential influence that an extension has

on a brand name is most important because if it is
negative,

it could damage the parent brand's image.

instance,

if a known brand name gets attached to a product

failure,

For

the possibility exists for negative "ruboff" on

the parent brand

(Fannin 1987) .

Another concern for

managers is whether a diverse range of extensions under one
brand name dilutes the clarity of the brand's image.

For

instance,

does Haagen Dazs stand for ice cream or cream

liqueur?

Currently there is little theory or methodology

to guide managers in understanding the effect that an
extension can have on the brand name

(Jolley and Hawkins

1988) .
The effect that brand extensions may have on the
brand's image becomes even more critical when one considers
that corporate licensing

(one corporation linking up with

another's successful brand or trademark to market new
products that the trademark owning company does not
produce)

has become a $14 billion annual business

(Norris
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1987).

Companies that license their brands in order to

increase revenues should understand when this strategy
could affect their brand.

The objective of this research

is to investigate whether categorization theory can provide
insight into the effect that different brand extension
strategies will have on a brand's image.
Marketers who have provided guidelines for brand
extension strategies usually have suggested that an
extension should possess the same positive attributes
associated with the parent brand
Tauber 1981).

However,

(Cadwell 1985,

Kane 1987,

today there are many examples in

the marketplace of brand extensions which are not in the
same product category as the family brand name
Haagen Dazs Cream Liqueur)

(e.g.,

or whose attributes are

different from those associated with the family brand name
(e.g.,

Adidas cologne).

What effect will extensions that

are perceived as "far apart"

from the brand name

(e.g.,

in

a different product category and with many different
attributes)

have on a brand's image?

How closely related an extension is to a brand name
(with respect to product category and/or attributes)

may

mediate the processing strategy in which consumers engage.
For instance,
evaluated,

product attributes could be reviewed,

and combined to yield an overall evaluation,

some simpler processes could mediate final judgments and
choices

(Sujan 1985).

Thus,

different brand extension

or

3
strategies may encourage consumers to engage in different
evaluation processes and might have different effects on a
brand's image.

If managers understand how consumers

evaluate different extension strategies and the effect that
these extensions may have on a brand's image,

they will be

able to develop the most effective marketing strategies.

Purpose of Research
Recent research in brand extension has focused on how
consumers'

knowledge about a brand may affect the

evaluation of an extension
Behavior Seminar 1987).

(Aaker and Keller 1988,

Consumer

This study investigates the effect

that knowledge about an extension may have on a brand's
image.

Will an extension enhance a brand's image?

instance,

For

the variety of extensions under the Sunkist brand

were thought to strengthen its image of health and vitality
(Kesler 1987) .

However,

Ries and Trout

(1986)

believe that

many extensions under one brand name causes the brand name
itself to become meaningless

(you cannot say Scott if you

want paper towels because the Scott brand is on napkins and
toilet tissue,

too).

The purpose of this research is to use categorization
theory as a framework from which to understand how
information about an extension could affect consumers'
perceptions of the original brand.

Specifically,

this

study investigates how the similarity between the extension

4
and the brand

(in terms of product category and attributes)

and information about an extension
evaluations)

(positive or negative

may affect a brand's image.

Background
In order to provide insight into how knowledge about
an extension may affect a brand name,

the processes

consumers engage in to evaluate extensions are
investigated.

It has been traditional in consumer behavior

to assume that consumers'

attitudes towards products are

based upon information processing rules

(Cohen 1982).

These rules focus on how consumers arrive at a total
product impression by combining several independent
attributes in some algebraic fashion
averaging).

(e.g.,

summing,

When evaluations occur in this attribute-by¬

attribute fashion,

consumers are using a piecemeal

impression process

(Fiske and Pavelchak 1986).

However,

in some instances consumers may form more

holistic impressions of products
Sujan 1985).

(Cohen and Basu 1987,

Rather than responding to a product based on

some algebraic combination of its attributes,

consumers may

find that the product triggers a certain product category
in memory,

and they form an evaluation based on their

attitudes towards that category
processing).

Thus,

(category-based

product evaluations occur along a

continuum reflecting the extent to which the consumer
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utilizes
of this
the

a product's

particular attributes.

continuum are

other

1989).

end are

In
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piecemeal

a marketing

evoked;
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The
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objects

object
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new product),

object
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theories
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it
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(Fiske
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schemata,
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of a

Schemata
in,
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1984).

1984).

represented

can

category
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remember,

and Taylor

could be

of a

similarity,

attributes

take

the

category

new object
is

derived

in that

in that

and Taylor

the

is

category means

objects

not

attributes.

category

were

psychology.

new product

how people

raw data

particular product

other

if

(Fiske

among those

in

greater the

about

it

attributes

to help organize

object

to

decide

formed by

knowledge

social

encounter a

assessing

category;

Categories

and the

found that

product

from objects

If people

the particular

an

equivalent

they will

in

categories

To place

category by

greater the

be

in

and different

1978).

product

(1985)

category.

categorization

world around them.

(Rosch

and Neuberg

occurred when

product

and toward

theory behind category-based processing

from research on

that

with the

processing

with the

Sujan

end

(Fiske

occurred when

consistent

piecemeal

processes

context,

category-based processing
attributes

Toward one

and make
A
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schematically

as

a

set

of

interconnected attributes most

associated with that product
processing the
responses

product
affect

schematic match

(Fiske

encounters

1982) .

the

schema

to the

it

It

has

been

representing the

name"
x

category

(category)

Thus,

extension

it
on

processing)
category

the basis
if the

and

brand name.
apart"

appears

of

different

In this

its

forming

an

that

will

is

overall

this

if an

is

of

brand

in

an

a

(e.g.,
then

p.

schema

existing brand
brand

228) .

respond to

an

(category-based

similar product

is

family

perceived as

"far

different product
it

seems

extension

brand name may become

an

likely that

solely

engage piecemeal

considered with the

of
"New

compared to the

attributes),

evaluation

the

become

of having the

1987,

extension

but

new

receive

form a type

people would

respond to the

the

consumer

consumers

of the brand name

brand name,

case,

attribute

that

original

people would not
basis

Seminar

similar attributes

from the

category,

members

extension

However,

if a

of branded products.

simply by virtue

(Consumer Behavior

affective

category.

they may

may be perceived as

'family'

it

category-based

that

hypothesized that when

familiar with a brand name,

products

that

degree

evokes,

linked to that product

In

determines

This means

a new product,

fits

category.

on the

processes.

additional

other attributes

of the product.

when
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Experiment
This

study

Will extensions that consumers evaluate using
category-based processing affect a brand's image
more than extensions evaluated using piecemeal
processes?

3)

Because negative information is discrepant with
consumers' schema for the family brand name, will
negative evaluations of an extension affect a
brand's image more than positive evaluations?

4)

What effect will the type of processing consumers
engage and the polarity of the evaluations an
extension receives have on the clarity of a
brand's image?

three

experiment
factors

category

the

one

2

X

2

X

2

factorial
1)

extension's

brand name,

2)

the
and

evaluations.

category

similarity

extension

similarity

is

extension with many

in
in

a

is

varied at

similar product
a

different

also varied at

four extensions

under one

two

two

levels

category

product

similar attributes

brand and another extension with many
Thus,

the

experiment.

similarity with the brand name,

family brand and one

Attribute

a

similarity with the

extension's

selecting

is

investigated are:

attribute

Product

one

research questions:

2)

extension's

the

following

Which extension strategies encourage category-based
evaluation processes versus piecemeal processes?
* Is product category similarity or attribute
similarity more effective in inducing categorybased processing?

product

3)

the

1)

The
The

addresses

by

as

category.

levels

by having

as

family

the

different

attributes.

family brand name

are

8
investigated.

The

at two levels

four extensions'

evaluations are varied

(positive or negative).

Category-based processing is expected to occur when
subjects encountered a product in the
and with the

same attributes

as the

same product category

family brand,

since

both the product category and the attributes are the
as those associated with the
subjects

schema.

However,

same

when

encountered a product in a different product

category that has different attributes than those
associated with the

family brand,

expected to fit the brand schema.
expected to form piecemeal

the product is not
Thus,

subjects are

(attribute-by-attribute)

evaluations of the extension rather than category-based
generalizations.
It is expected that the
(similar product category,
product

category,

recategorized.

remaining two extensions

different attributes;

similar attributes)

would be

Recategorization occurs at

intermediate point on the

different

some

category-based to piecemeal

processing continuum.
The

second research question concerns the different

effects that various processing strategies may have on a
brand's

image.

Expectations

about a product category are

usually organized around the most typical
(Sujan 1985).

For a brand category,

category members

an extension in a

similar product category and with many similar attributes

9
as the

family brand is probably the most typical

member since it has the main characteristics
the brand schema.
typical

Thus,

category

contained in

how consumers perceive this

category member should influence their perception

of the brand schema.

It is

(positive and negative)

expected that evaluations

of an extension that is

associated with the brand name

(typical

category member)

would have the most effect on a brand name
category-based processes

are engaged).

closely

(because

However,

an

extension in a different product category with different
attributes
name,

should not be

and therefore

closely associated with the brand

its evaluations

an effect on a brand name

should not have much of

(because piecemeal processes are

engaged).
One

concern for marketing managers

an extension's
the

"failure"

family brand as well

is the effect that

could have on other products with
as the brand's

image.

Broad

support exists throughout the marketing and behavioral
science literature
Most

studies

for the potency of negative information.

conclude that negative information,

particularly in a predominantly positive environment,

is

potent and in some instances more influential than positive
information
Hanson 1972,
1957,

(e.g.,

Anderson 1965,

Mizerski

Weinberger,

1982,

Allen,

performance evaluations

Feldman 1966,

Osgood,

Succi,

and Dillon 1981).

Kanouse and

and Tannenbaum
Thus,

negative

should have more of an effect on
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the brand's
because

image

negative

consumers'

than positive
information

schema

Managers

for the

are

also

diverse

extensions

image.

Will

with the
What

performance

should be

evaluations

discrepant with

family brand name.

concerned with the
have

on

extensions

that

are

not

family brand dilute

the

clarity

of

that

receive

negative

on

a brand's

image?

will

performance

evaluations

poor performance
associations
information

extensions
have

ratings

about

will

the brand

should also

clarity

that

will

effect

the

effect

closely

contradict
in memory,

dilute

the

of the brand's
associated
its

image?

Since

the positive
negative

clarity

of the brand's

image.

Contribution
This

research provides

insight

into whether

categorization theory

can be

the

extension may have

influence

Currently,
managers
(Hawkins

that

there

is

and Jolley

extension's:

category

1)

theory

and why

and the

a

framework to predict
on

a brand name.

or methodology to help
this

influence might

occur

1988).
this

study

investigates

positive/negative

similarity with the

similarity with the
image

little

understand when

Specifically,
an

an

used as

clarity

of the

brand's

effects

evaluation,

family brand,

family brand will

the

have
image.

and 3)
on

2)

that

product

attribute

the brand

s
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Finally,
of processes

this

research provides

consumers

use

to

(category-based/piecemeal).
consumers
to

arrive

at

develop the most

For

is

level.

If managers

instance,

target

if

On the

processing,

other hand,

advertising

they will

strategy

consumers

engage

able

if their

consumers

in

counteract

concentrated at

if

be

of negative

advertising to

should probably be

types

understand how

evaluation,

the

into the

extensions

effective marketing

category-based processing,
negativity

evaluate

a product

brand extended product
information.

insight

the brand

use piecemeal

should emphasize

specific product

features.
The

number of brand extensions

1980's.

It

has

been

reported that

released over the past
(Fannin

1987).

Thus,

two

years

insight

strategies

be

to marketing managers.

that

license

effect

that

on

the

their brand names
these products

75%

have

into the

extension
useful

have

is

proliferating
of

all

new products

been brand extensions
effect

that brand

brand name will
For

instance,

should be

could have

in the

aware

on the

certainly
companies

of the

brand's

image.

CHAPTER
LITERATURE

2

REVIEW

After a brief overview of brand extension studies,
this chapter reviews research in categorization,

applies

categorization theory to brand extension research,

and

outlines the derivation of hypotheses investigated in this
study.

Brand Extension Research
Consumers are exposed to a multitude of messages
daily,

making it more and more difficult for advertisers to

gain their attention — which is most important for a new
product.

Thus,

getting consumers to learn about a new

product with a new brand name is becoming more challenging.
One option for marketing managers is to use an existing
name,

familiar to consumers,

on a new product introduction

-- a brand extension strategy.
the same product category,

The new product could be in

but of a different size,

or form — a line extension strategy

flavor,

(Tide —> Liquid Tide)

or in a category that is new to the existing firm — a
franchise extension
Cream Liqueur)

(Haagen Dazs Ice Cream —> Haagen Dazs

[Tauber 1981] .

Brand extensions have become the guiding strategy of
product planners in the 1980's

(Tauber 1988).

One reason

for the proliferation of brand extensions is that they
promote marketing efficiencies.

Promotion expenses and

13
risk associated with a new product introduction are lowered
because both consumer and retailer acceptance is greater
for a new product with an existing brand name than for a
new product with a new brand name.

This is especially

significant considering it can cost upwards of $80 million
to establish a new brand name

(Advertising Age 1985).

People may be more apt to buy a new product with an
existing brand name because the known brand name provides
the assurance that the new product is of the same quality
as other product(s)

with the brand name.

Thus,

consumers

can relate the new product to a product with which they are
already familiar.
with a product,

"When a consumer has little experience

being able to categorize it with products

that are familiar may permit a set of important inferences
to be made"

(Cohen and Basu 1987,

p.

470).

Brand extension strategies can be traced back to the
1960's

(Gamble 1967).

Earlier research in this area

focused on whether consumers who purchased one brand name
product were more likely to buy another product with that
brand name.

Fry

(1967)

hypothesized that consumers will

exhibit a generalized preference for a family brand when
they develop a positive association with the brand name,
and this generalized preference leads people to purchase
products across a range of product classes with the family
brand name.
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Kerby

(1967)

investigated the tendency to transfer

attitudes developed about one product to another product
via the brand name.

In his study,

he noted two opposing

views concerning brand extension strategies:

1)

a new

product should receive the family brand name because it
would benefit from the association with already established
products and 2)

such an association should not be

established because of possible damage to the established
products should one fail
Neuhaus and Taylor

(Kerby 1967,
(1972)

p.

314) .

investigated variables which

might influence the "family brand effect"

(the transfer of

a favorable or unfavorable image from one product to
another via the brand name).

They hypothesized that when

family-branded products are displayed together on a shelf
(as opposed to a product class arrangement where all brands
in a particular product class are group together)

the

family brand effect would be greatest.
More recent studies have investigated how the
similarity between the brand and the extension may
influence affect transfer.

It has been hypothesized that

when "an existing brand name is applied to a new product,
previously formed evaluations about the existing brand may
t

also influence consumers'
new product"

affective impressions about the

(Consumer Behavior Seminar 1987,

This transfer of affect

(positive or negative)

p.

226).

was found to

depend upon the similarity between the new extension and
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the original branded product.

In fact,

these researchers

found that a brand's reputation for excellence in one
product category may have a negative effect on consumer
ratings of new products in an unrelated product area.

They

concluded that a consumer may reason that a brand's
specialization in one product area may prevent it from
being associated with a good product in an unrelated
product category.
Aaker and Keller

(1988)

investigated how consumer

knowledge about a brand may affect perceptions about the
extension's quality.

They found that a positive quality

image for the original brand influenced perceptions of the
brand extension only when there was a basis of fit between
the two products.

In this study,

the "basis of fit"

between a brand and an extension was measured using three
dimensions:

1)

extent to which consumers viewed the two

product classes as complementary,

2)

extent to which

consumers viewed the two product classes as substitutes,
and 3)

the perceived credibility of firms operating in the

original product category to make a product in the
extension's product category.
Tauber

(1988)

investigated a sample of 276 brand

extensions and concluded that a brand name can be
successfully extended to a new category when it has both
fit

(consumers accept the extension as logical)

leverage

(consumers,

since they know the brand,

and
will
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perceive

the

extension

to be

better than

competing

products).
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(Aaker

1987).
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the brand name
to the

original

the positive
to positive
cash
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similarity

branded product

increased.

brand evaluations
evaluations
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home
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theory

of a ball

research
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investigates
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transfer of affect
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itself
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affect
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and electronic
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evaluations
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calculator transferred

computer
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evaluations
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Categorization
Placing

objects

Theory

in

Since we

understand everything

in

into

categories.

encounter provides
specific

stimulus

1978).

For

means

that

category
(Rosch

it

instance,
is

et

from

economy because

perceived world

least

to place

al.

(Rosch

have
we

helps
time

to

tend to break up the

stimuli

to

cognitive
an

object

that we

1976).

not

Thus,

they map the

1978).

effort
in

other members

stimuli

organize

to

the maximum information

equivalent

Rosch

don't

Categorizing
with

Psychology

serves

our world,

with the

and different

1978,

cognitive

us

Social

categories

the world around us.

world

in

a

about

a

(Rosch

category

in that

in that

category

categories
structure

provide

of the
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There are three different views
structure of categories.
members of a category

The

concerning the

classical view holds that all

share certain common properties and

these properties are necessary and sufficient to define the
category

(Smith and Medin

assumes that

1981) .

The probabilistic view

instances of a category vary in the degree to

which they

share certain properties and thus

represent the

category.

Those instances that have the most

critical

properties of the category are those that are most
representative of the category
Finally,

(Smith and Medin 1981).

the exemplar view holds that there is no single

image of a category,

but only actual,

specific

representations of known category members

(Smith and Medin

1981).
Attention has turned away
since it does not

from the

seem possible to develop a set of

defining characteristics that holds
members.

classical view

For instance,

for all

category

consider the category of chairs.

We could say that the defining characteristics of this
category are legs,

a back,

and a

bag does not have a back or legs,

seat to sit on.

but we could certainly

sit on it and classify it as a chair.
to the

classical view,

However,

according

a bean-bag could not be a member of

the chair category since

it does not have a back and legs

(two of the defining characteristics).
probabilistic view,

A bean-

According to the

since a bean-bag contains one critical
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property

(we can

category.

sit on it),

However,

we could place it in the chair

since it does not have a back and legs,

would we not consider it representative of this

category.

The exemplar view would compare the bean-bag to specific
chairs

(e.g.,

kitchen chairs,

a futon-type chair)

to decide

if it belongs to the category.
Categories are not well

defined,

because category membership is
than all or none
Thus,

(Rosch 1978,

but rather fuzzy sets

a matter of degree
Rosch and Mervis

rather

1975).

there is no clear boundary between category members

and nonmembers
example,

(McCloskey and Glucksberg 1978).

most of us would agree that a robin is a member of

the category BIRD,

but we may not all agree as to whether

or not a chicken is a member of this
items

For

category.

Not all

are clearly category members or non-members

previous

example,

chicken could or could not be considered

a member of the bird category).
never be universal
membership of all

(in the

In addition,

there can

agreement concerning the category
objects.

Thus,

categories are considered

fuzzy sets with no clear boundaries.
Categories have graded structure which means that

some

instances are better examples of a category than others.
For example,
furniture
1974).

chair is probably a better example of the

category than bookcase

Graded structure

(Smith,

Shoben,

can be thought of as

of category membership which ranges

and Rips

a continuum

from objects that are
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considered as most representative of the category to
unclear objects to objects that are not in the category
(Barsalou 1983).

Studies have found high agreement among

subjects for category membership when the item is closely
associated with that category
the category vegetable)

(e.g.,

carrot is a member of

or when the item is not at all

associated with the category

(e.g.,

steak is not a member

of the category vegetable).

Low agreement has been found

for items with intermediate degrees of category membership
(e.g.,

is peanut a member of the category vegetable?)

[Barsalou 1983,

Rips,

Rosch and Mervis 1975,

Shoben,
Smith,

and Smith 1973,
Shoben,

and Rips 1974].

There are natural and "ad hoc" categories
(1983).

Natural categories

(e.g.,

Rosch 1973,

fruit,

(Barsalou

clothing,

furniture)

are more well established in memory than ad hoc

categories

(e.g.,

things to take on a camping trip,

to sell at a garage sale)
Barsalou

(1983)

which people hardly use.

things
Yet,

found that subjects had a general idea of

what items were and were not ad hoc category members

(e.g.,

he found some agreement when asking subjects "what comes to
mind when you think of things to sell at a garage sale?").
Thus,

he concluded that ad hoc categories have graded

structure since their members vary in typicality.
To show that categories have internal structure,
and Mervis

(1975)

Rosch

asked subjects to rate on a 7-point scale

the extent to which an item fit their "idea or image

of
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the meaning of the category name

(1 = the member is a very

good example of your idea of what the category is;

7 =

member fits very poorly with your idea or image of the
category).

For nine of the ten categories

fruit,

vehicle,

sport,

toy,

weapon,

vegetable,

and clothing),

(furniture,

carpenter's took,

bird,

95% of the subjects agreed on

which member best represented their idea or image of the
category

(received a score of 1).

Rosch and Mervis

(1975)

concluded that semantic categories do have internal
structure since subjects can rate members of a category
according to how well they fit the perceived image of the
meaning of the category.
It seems likely that family brand name categories will
also have members that vary in typicality.

For instance,

sneakers would probably be considered a very good example
of what the brand category,

Adidas,

means to consumers

while cologne would fit poorly with consumers idea or image
of the Adidas brand.

Thus,

brand name categories probably

have internal structure.

Typical Category Members
Prototypes are abstract images that contain features
or attributes associated with the most typical category
members

(e.g.,

the prototype for the category of bird would

be represented by an image of feathers,

wings,

etc.).

Prototypes are those members of a category with the most
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attributes in common with other members of the category and
the fewest attributes in common with members of other
categories

(Rosch and Mervis 1975).

Thus,

the more an item

has in common with other members of the category

(the

higher the family resemblance of the item to the category),
the more it will be considered a good and representative
member of the category

(Rosch and Mervis 1975).

Family

resemblance is defined in terms of discrete attributes that
the object has in common with category members.
Exemplars are actual,
category.

known good examples of a

While prototypes are based on a unitary

description true of most,

but not all members,

are specific examples of the category
1981).

exemplars

(Smith and Medin

A prototype for the category of chairs might be

represented by an image of four legs,

a back,

and a seat.

An exemplar for this category might be a certain kitchen
chair that you have at home.
Exemplars have strong or easily retrieved links to the
category mode.
weaker links.

Less typical exemplars are those with
For instance,

a diamond is always classified

as a member of the category of precious stones while a
zircon is sometimes classified in this category,

and paper

is never classified as a member of this category

(McCloskey

and Glucksberg 1978).
While there is a debate over whether we perceive
typical category members in terms of prototypes or
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exemplars

(Medin and Smith 1984),

needs to be made

for the purposes

no strong distinction
of this

study.

Some

researchers have even proposed "mixed prototype" models
(Elio and Anderson 1981).

Thus,

or an exemplar can represent
category — what attributes

either a product prototype

consumers'

perceptions of a

go together and the

configuration of these attributes

(Sujan 1985).

How do we know if an object belongs to a particular
category

(e.g.,

furniture)?

It

is lamp a member of the category,
seems that the more the object resembles a

typical

category member,

belongs

in the category.

that verification times

the more confident we are that it
For instance,
for an object's

decrease as the item's prototypicality
to the

category increases

Rosch 1973,
subjects

Smith,

Rips,

(Rips,

category membership

Schoben,

respond true or false to the

found

(family resemblance)

Shoben 1974).

a member of Y category."

studies have

and Smith 1973,

These

studies have

statement

For instance,

"X item is

it took less time

for subjects to assess that chair is a member of the
furniture category than rug
Rosch,

Simpson,

artificial

and Miller

categories

really have a literal
typicality in that the

(Rosch,
(1976)

Simpson,

Miller 1976).

found that even

(which are the only categories that
single prototype)

have

structural

speed of classification of items

increases as they became more prototypic of the categories
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(which were dot patterns,

stick figures,

and letter

strings).
t*•

Categories are arranged hierarchically;

the different

levels of a category represent different levels of
abstraction.

For instance,

category hierarchy

consider the

following person

(adapted from Cantor and Mischel

1979):

Cultured Person

I
Sophisticate

I
Gourmet

The

cultured person represents the most abstract

(highest)

level

in this hierarchy.

categories with high levels
categories,

As

one goes

of abstraction to more basic

the amount of details that one can use to

describe the category increases

(e.g.,

it

is easier to

describe a gourmet than a cultured person).
some

studies have

attributes
gourmet)

from

shown that people agree more as to what

constitute lower level

categories

as opposed to higher level

cultured person)

In addition,

[Rosch et al.

1976,

(e.g.,

categories

a

(e.g.,

a

Cantor and Mischel

1979] .

Schema
Schema research has paralleled the theoretical
development in research on how people categorize objects
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(Fiske and Taylor 1984).

While categorization theory

explains how we place objects
processes
object.
(e.g.,

in categories,

schematic

explain the effect of the category label on the
For instance,

if consumers encounter a new product

Haagen Dazs Cream Liqueur),

would provide insight

categorization theory

into how they might assess whether

this product

is

similar in terms of attributes

resemblance)

to a typical Haagen Dazs product

(its

family

(ice cream).

Once affirmed to be in the Haagen Dazs brand category,
consumers might assume that this new product is creamy and
rich,

has a premium price,

and is of high quality.

These

inferences are based on their schema for the Haagen Dazs
brand

(schema-guided processing).

A schema is a cognitive

structure that represents

organized knowledge about a certain concept
Taylor 1984,
to the

p.

140).

In a general

sense,

(Fiske and
a schema

"refers

richly connected network of information relevant to

a given concept"

(Fiske and Linville

1980,

p.

552).

A schema is developed through our experiences -- a
collection of individual

components becomes an integrated

organization unit with strong associations among the once
individuated components
instance,

a

(Fiske and Dyer 1985).

For

student could have a schema for a professor

that might contain units of information that include
intelligent,

hardworking,

(Fiske and Dyer 1985).

self-disciplined,

and preoccupied
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(Fiske

et

al.

1987).
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Fiske
which

et

al.

suggest

a variety

(e.g.,

that

they

labels

had

skilled,
greedy,

shrewd,

likability

job
a

category-label

step-wise

loan

category

(B=.36)

the person

(R2

the

attributes
In

a

in

she

than

job

on

.07

whose

the

the

attributes

shady,

overall

attributes

were

correlated
ratings

earlier time.

In

in these

of the
addition,

consistent

evaluation of the

evaluation

of the

evaluation

of

adding attributes),

used the

category

label more

than

forming their evaluations).

They

found that

category more
were

subjects

Fiske

an

et

al.

concerning the

Sujan

for a

solicited

evaluation

trait

consistent with the

ad

(1987)

of the

subjects mentioned the

than the

a marketing context,

showed

found that

on the

job-

opportunistic,

forming their overall

verbalizations

attributes
In

an

using

scientific,

independent

rely more

in

is

suggested that

subjects

target person.

these

at

second experiment,

subjects'

target's

taken

increased by

indicating that

educated,

category-label
with

(B=.52)

attributes

whose

They

.001)

subjects

label

evaluate people

shark who

job

regression

conditions,

of others
first

of the persons

(p <

of experiments

In their

practical,

consistent with their
significantly

impressions

strategies.

heartless).

ratings

series

consistent with their trait

is

observant;

form

subjects

were

doctor who

conducted a

people

of processing

experiment,
category

(1987)

(1985)

attributes
job

when

label.

found that when

camera where

the

category
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label

(110

camera

or

35mm

accompanying attributes,
categorization thoughts
35mm SLR")
In

and

camera)
subjects

(e.g.,

summary,

can

easily

"successfully
consistent
1987,

studies

when

brand

have
in

a

typical

those

evoked

and Pavelchak

If the

Objects

whose
label

Sujan

category members

the brand

are

category
1986,

a

(Fiske

1985)

(Fiske

label

new extension's

et

can be

et

al.

are

al.

and are

seen

as

1987).

existing

should trigger the
product

consistent with the brand
that brand based on

the brand category-label

that

attributes

new product with an

category

should evaluate

engage

evaluating a new object when

are

characteristics

towards

like

found that people

categorized"

schema.

people

sounds

object.

encountering

brand name,

"It

the

similar to typical
Thus,

engaged in more

categorize

with the

Fiske

consistent with the

fewer attribute-oriented thoughts.

category-based processing
they

was

(engage

schema,

their affect

category-based

processes).
Consumers
product

develop a

category

around the most
32).

For

and these
typical

instance,

Haagen Dazs

expectations

are

Dazs

ice

expectations

cream

about

a

organized

(Sujan

developed over time

higher-priced).

»

expectations

category members

brand may be

creamy,

of

consumers'

acquainted with Haagen
rich,

set

1985,

about
as

p.

the

they become

(which they

learn

is
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It seems reasonable to assume that an extension that
is closely associated with the brand
cream bars)

(e.g.,

Haagen Dazs ice

will have an effect on how consumers perceive

the Haagen Dazs brand.

In this case,

cream bars are not rich and creamy,
as Sealtest ice cream bars,

if Haagen Dazs ice

and are priced the same

expectations about the Haagen-

Dazs brand would probably change.
Extensions in the same product category and with many
of the same attributes as the family brand should receive
the affect associated with the brand category-label
(category-based processes engaged).

Since these extensions

should be perceived as typical category members,

their

performance will affect how the brand is perceived.

Thus,

if evaluations are positive concerning these extensions,
this should lead to a more positive set of associations
about the brand schema

(assuming that the brand category-

label's affective tag was neutral to positive).
if these extensions are perceived as negative,

However,
they should

lead to a more negative set of associations about the brand
schema.

The result should be a change in the brand's image

after the extension is encountered

(e.g.,

Haagen Dazs ice

cream bars that receive negative evaluations would lead to
a

negative brand image compared to the image consumers had

for Haagen Dazs before the extension was encountered).
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Piecemeal

Processing

When people
are

encounter

inconsistent with the

tend to

engage

piecemeal

This

successful,"

meaning that

an

existing

While

because

involve

processing

is

attributes

are

responses.

Fiske

This

job

time
of

al.

(e.g.,

unenterprising,
experiment

and not

a

they

final

"not
placed

a

affective

each of the

1986).

When

affective

a

result,

has

been

new products
had

were

individual

attribute-by-

responses
those

initial

(Fiske

of the

for the

category

piecemeal

label
affective

found when people

and Pavelchak
(Sujan

subjects

1986)

and

1985).

evaluate people

whose

inconsistent with their trait

doctor who was

uneducated,

which measured

and their

of

the

category-based affective

others

correlation between the
persons

piecemeal

the

As

effect

(1987)

category-labels

attributes

is

only

should be based on

1989).

evaluate
et

at

cannot be

accesses

engaged,

slower than

form impressions
when people

arrive

new object

and Pavelchak

and Neuberg

responses

the

evaluations

object being evaluated

(Fiske

evokes,

categorization

evaluation,
the

(Fiske

individual

to

it

attributes

category.

overall

attributes
attribute

category-label

category-based affect

category's
responses

new object whose

processes

evaluation.

into

is

a

bored,

obedient,

and efficient).

correlations

likability

job-category

they

ratings

ratings.

In

their

first

found no
of the

However,

target
they
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found a high positive

correlation between the likability

ratings and ratings of the provided attributes.
second experiment which solicited subjects'

In a

verbalizations

concerning the evaluation of the target persons,
tended to

focus on the persons'

subjects

attributes and not their

job-category labels.
Brand extensions which are in a different product
category and have different attributes

compared to the

family brand should not be easily categorized into the
family brand category.

Thus,

it is hypothesized that

people will evaluate these extensions using more
individuating processes

(attribute-by-attribute processes

should be engaged).
Since extensions that are evaluated using piecemeal
processes

cannot be placed into the

their evaluations

(positive/negative)

set of associations
change

family brand category,

about the brand,

should not affect the
and there

should be no

in the affective tag associated with the brand

category label

(e.g.,

positive evaluations of Haagen Dazs

Vodka will not

significantly change the image consumers'

have of the Haagen Dazs brand).

Recateqorization
Recategorization occurs

at

some intermediate point on

the category-based to piecemeal processing continuum.
encourages

It

evaluation processes that are more individuating
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than category-based processes,

but refrains the category to

a greater extent than do piecemeal processes

(Fiske and

Neuberg 1989).
It is hypothesized that an extension that is

in the

same product category or has many similar attributes with
respect to the
because

family brand will be recategorized.

some aspect of the extension

category or attributes)
the

family brand name.

is

This

is

(either product

consistent with the

schema

for

Recategorization is an attempt to

find a new category to organize information about a new
object.

When categorization initially

cannot be

fails

(e.g.,

successfully placed in the category it evokes),

the perceiver will

first attempt to resolve the

inconsistencies with the available category label.
case,

object

the category label

is

In this

likely to remain activated,

but

the perceiver spends more time thinking about the
individual attributes

(Fiske et al.

1987).

Recategorization may entail accessing a subcategory,
exemplar,

or self category

Subcategories

(Fiske and Neuberg 1989).

seems to have the most relevance

for this

research.
Subcategories allow perceivers to use their schematic
knowledge,

with some modifications

For instance,
whose

Fiske et al.

schema for professors

boring,

remote,

(1987)

(Fiske et al.

1987).

found that for subjects

included the attributes of

and preoccupied,

when they encountered a
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professor who is energetic,

liberal,

and aggressive,

they

tended to recategorize that professor into the subcategory
of "charismatic lecturer."
In a marketing context,

Sujan

(1985)

found that a

significantly greater number of subtyping thoughts occurred
when subjects encountered a camera whose attributes were
inconsistent with the product category
it evoked.

For instance,

for a 110 camera

(either 110 or 35mm)

when she showed subjects an ad

(category label)

attributes of a 35mm camera,

which contained the

subjects related the camera to

specific subcategories or models

(e.g.,

"It sounds like the

Olympus AX-7").
It seems likely that a new extension that is in the
same product category OR has the same attributes as the
family brand will be recategorized by consumers into a
subcategory.

This is because some characteristics of the

extension are consistent with the brand schema and some are
not.

For instance,

the extension Tropicana Orange Sherbet

is consistent with the attribute "orange" associated with
the Tropicana schema,

but inconsistent with people's

associations of juice and breakfast.

Thus,

the extension

might be placed into the subcategory of Tropicana sherbet
products.
How do evaluations of extensions that are
recategorized affect the brand name?

Since

recategorization encourages evaluation processes that are
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more individuating
processes),

(as compared to category-based

it is hypothesized that evaluations of brand

extensions that are recategorized will affect the brand
name more than extensions which are evaluated using
piecemeal processes,

but less than extensions which are

evaluated using category-based processes.
Another question that arises is whether product
category or attribute similarity will be more effective in
inducing processing that is closer towards the categorybased end of the processing continuum.
category Sunkist.
think of juice

When we think of Sunkist,

(product category)

associate with the brand name
health,

vitality).

formalized,

Consider the brand
do we first

or the attributes we

(e.g.,

orange.

Vitamin c,

While no specific hypotheses are

this study investigates the roles that product

category similarity and attribute similarity play in
determining how consumers will evaluate an extension.

Salience of Negative Information
There is broad support throughout the marketing and
behavioral literature for the potency of negative
information
Allen,

(e.g.,

Kanouse and Hanson 1972,

and Dillon 1981).

Tannenbaum

(1957)

For instance,

Weinberger,

Osgood,

Suci,

and

found that equally polarized positive and

negative information did not have a balancing effect on
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impression

formation;

favored the negative

rather,

the direction of influence

information.

In affecting overall

evaluations,

negative adjectives

seem more powerful than positive adjectives

(Anderson

1965)

and the weights given to negative adjectives have exceeded
the weights given to positive adjectives when several must
be combined into one overall
Richey,

McClelland,

evaluation

and Shimkunas

of situational message variables,
(1970)

1967).

(Feldman 1966,
In an examination

Cusumano and Richey

manipulated order and intensity of factors and

Richey et al.
negative

(1975)

varied amounts of positive and

information.

information was more

In both studies,

negative

salient than would be predicted using

a simple averaging theory.
In a marketing context,

Weinberger and Dillon

(1980)

investigated the effect that information about goods and
services

in the

form of positive or negative ratings

attributed to sources that were neutral,

market-dominated,

or consumer-dominated would have on consumers'

attitudes.

They found that unfavorable product ratings tended to have
a greater impact on attitudes and purchase intentions than
favorable ratings.
Why does negative

information seem to have more

influence on our evaluations than positive information?
One explanation is that negative information stands out
more than positive information because there are more
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positive

cues

in the environment.

which are more

infrequent,

Thus,

negative cues,

attract more attention

(Kanouse

and Hanson 1971).
Fiske

(1980)

hypothesized that cues which deviated

from the moderate positive norm should be more informative.
She

found that

subjects paid more attention and gave

preferential weighing to negative and extreme cues
forming likability ratings of people.

Thus,

in

cues that are

more rare may be more informative because they discriminate
among similar objects.
Mizerski

(1982)

offered an attributional

explanation

for the disproportionate weighing of negative

information.

He hypothesized that unfavorable product ratings,
compared to favorable product

ratings,

as

have a greater

tendency to be attributed to the actual performance of the
product.

He

found that these

stronger attributions

led to

relatively stronger belief strengths and more extreme
affect towards the product.
The

salience of negative information which has been

found in previous

studies

It is hypothesized that

is

significant

for this

information about extensions that

are evaluated using category-based processes will
the brand image,

research.

affect

while information about extensions that

are evaluated using piecemeal processes will

not.

due to the

the question

salience of negative information,

However,
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that

arises
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will
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when piecemeal
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instance,

you

cannot

deodorant,

too)

also makes

napkins

that

and Scott

if you want

gets

well

sharply

defined ladder.
successful,

New ladder,

new name"

and Trout

brand name,

is

believe

some managers

products
of

the

Sunkist

feel

Soda)

(e.g.,

increases

consumer and
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Park,
framework
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Jaworski,
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of the

elaboration)

final

of brand

(after

the brand image
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to products
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Their theory

that
C,
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it's

new ladder.

p.

98).

Thus,

under one

the brand.
a variety
the

For
of

diverse

range

Sunkist Orange

Sunkist message

(1986)
image

present

over time

(BCM).

to the
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the

which they

and
fortification

strengthened by
in

a

In this

introduction

image management

stage where

classes.

rung

1987) .

and Maclnnis

stage

for
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Brand Concept-Image Management
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top

if

extensions
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for managing a brand's

framework,

1986,

enhance

believes

frequency

(Kesler

a

stood

that many promotions

Sunkist Vitamin
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health and vitality

call,

brand

because management

extensions

require

is

brand name becomes.

surrounding brand extensions
instance,

on the

new product,

the more

the weaker that

However,

The
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makes

(Scott

Their theory
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and Trout

that
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known because

going to
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if you want
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images

reinforce

the brand.
brand was

one

another

They provide
fortified by

(Vaseline

products
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not
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strengthen the
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Intensive
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Care

'N Dipes,
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what
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Beauty
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Care
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Jaworski,
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care
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think of now when
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Park,
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image
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It was hypothesized that two

factors mediate the

effect that an extension will have on the clarity of the
brand's

image:

1)

the

brand name and 2)

similarity of the extension with the

the type of evaluations the extension

receives.
Extensions that are not
family brand

closely associated with the

(either recategorized or evaluated using

piecemeal processes)

were hypothesized to dilute the

clarity of the brand's

image.

This

is because these

extensions are not consistent with the

set of associations

about the brand that gives the brand its distinctiveness.
Negative evaluations were hypothesized to dilute the
clarity of the brand's

image.

This

is because the

set of

positive associations which differentiated the brand from
competing brands are contradicted.

Derivation of Hypotheses
The
question,

first

set of hypotheses

addresses the research

"Which extension strategies encourage category-

based evaluations versus piecemeal evaluations?"
expected that extensions
with the

in the

same product category and

same attributes will be perceived as

with consumers'

schema

for the

evaluations of these extensions
evaluations of the

It was

consistent

family brand name.
should be based on

family brand name.

Thus,
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Hla:

When a new extension is in the same
product category and has the same
attributes as the family brand,
consumers will evaluate the
extension using category-based
processes.

Extensions that are
(different product

"far apart"

category,

from the

different attribute),

not be easily placed into the brand category.
research has

should

Previous

found that when an object cannot be placed

into the evoked category,
processes

family brand

are engaged.

more individuating evaluation

Thus,

an evaluation of an extension

that is not consistent with the brand schema would be based
on its

individual attributes.
Hlb:

The

When a new extension is in a different
product category and has different
attributes compared to the family
brand, consumers will evaluate the
extension using piecemeal processes.

final hypothesis

in this group predicts that when

an extension cannot be immediately placed into the
brand category,
Hlc:

family

subjects attempt to find a subcategory.
When a new extension is in a different
product category or has different
attributes compared to the family brand,
consumers will attempt to recategorize
the extension.

The remaining hypotheses

concern the effect that

extensions may have on a brand's
address the research questions,

image.

These hypotheses

"Will extensions that

consumers evaluate using category-based processing affect
the brand name more than extensions evaluated using
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piecemeal processes?"

and

"Will negative performance

evaluations affect a brand's image more than positive
evaluations ?"
First,

the effect that positive extension evaluations

may have on a brand's

image was

considered.

Since

extensions that are in the

same product category and have

the

family brand should be perceived

same attributes as the

i

as typical brand category members,

it was expected that

their positive evaluations would affect how the brand is
perceived.

This

is because positive information about an

extension that is
is

closely associated with the

relevant to the brand category and will

brand schema.
in this

Thus,

the brand image is

case multiple products,

family brand

reinforce the

"fortified"

with similar images,

reinforce one another and strengthen a brand's
Jaworski,

and Maclnnis

However,

can
(Park,

1986).

positive evaluations about extensions that

consumers evaluate using piecemeal processes
affect the brand schema
placed into the
H2a:

image

since

should not

(these extensions are not readily

family brand category).
Positive brand extension evaluations will
lead to a more positive brand image when
the extension is in the same product
category and has the same attributes as
the family brand (category-based
processing), but not when the extension
is in a different product category
and has different attributes from the
family brand (piecemeal processing).
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Because negative information is
consumers'

schema for the

expected that this

discrepant with

family brand name,

it was

information would be more distinctive

and thus have more of an effect on the brand name.
even when piecemeal processes are engaged,

Thus,

negative

evaluations were expected to lead to a change in the brand
image

(although this

change

should be less than when

category-based processes are engaged).
H2b:

The

Negative brand extension evaluations will
lead to a more negative brand image when the
extension is in the same product category
and has the same attributes as the family
brand (category-based processing) than
when an extension is in a different category
and has different attributes compared to the
family brand (piecemeal processing).

final hypothesis addresses the research question,

"What effect will the type of processing consumers engage
and the polarity of the evaluations an extension receives
have on the clarity of the brand's image?"
that extensions that were

It was expected

inconsistent with the brand

schema would have the most effect on the clarity of the
brand's

image.

Extensions that were not consistent with

the brand schema

should be those that are in a different

product category and/or have different attributes
extensions

cannot be easily categorized).

In addition,

extensions that receive negative evaluations
contradict the

(these

should

set of positive associations about the brand

that consumers have.
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H3a:

Extensions that receive negative ratings
will dilute the
clarity of the brand's
image.

H3b:

Extensions that are in a dissimilar product
category compared to the family brand will
dilute the clarity of the brand's image.

H3c:

Extensions that have dissimilar attributes
compared to the family brand will dilute the

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN

After a discussion about the
selection,

this

experimental

chapter reviews the methodology.

design is a 2 X 2 X 2

Factors of interest are:
similarity with the
product

family brand name

category

1)

The

factorial design.

the extension's attribute

family brand,

2)

similarity with the

the extension's
family brand,

and 3)

information about the extension.

Family Brand Name
For this

study,

Selection

a decision had to be made whether to

use a known brand or a hypothetical brand.
known brand name makes the
believable,

subjects'

While using a

study more realistic and

prior experience and knowledge of the

brand could possibly affect their evaluations.
reason,

Consumer Behavior Seminar

(1987)

For this

used a

hypothetical brand in their brand extension study in order
to control

for a priori

information or impressions that are

associated with a known brand name.
Using a hypothetical brand has a disadvantage in that
it is unknown to consumers.
extension strategy,
consumers,

thus

When a company pursues a brand

the brand

one which is

consumers have most likely

of schema about that brand.

familiar to

formed some

sort

A brand name that is totally

new to subjects would be the equivalent of a novel
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stimulus,
novel

and Fiske

stimulus

(1982)

notes that the

is encountered,

its

evaluated and their evaluations
(p.

61).

Thus,

"first time a

components may be

combined piecemeal

fashion"

using an unfamiliar brand name many not

capture the category-based affective

responses hypothesized

to occur.
Following guidelines provided by Aaker and Keller
(1988)

in their study of consumer response to brand

extensions,

a known brand name

overall quality image,

2)

elicit

associations,

3)

and 4)

regarded by most

not be

unreasonable.

For this

study,

subjects

negative affective response
are new products

have a

favorable

relatively specific

respondents as

illogical

or

a brand name that is

and does not elicit a strong
is used.

The extensions,

for the brand name.

The brand selected for this
Tropicana was

1)

not have already been broadly extended,

familiar to student

however,

should:

chosen since

study was Tropicana.

its association with orange

juice would be equally relevant to men and women and it has
not been already broadly extended.

In order to check that Tropicana would elicit an
overall positive affect,

twenty six students

participate in the main experiment)

(who did not

rated their attitude

toward the brand on a series of 7-point semantic
differential scales.

The results

(see Appendix A)
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indicated that

subjects

had a positive

attitude

towards

the

Tropicana brand.

Independent
In

order to

extension

investigate

product

category

extension's
3)
The

Product

about

page

a

interest:

1)

the

is

a

brand

three
extension's

family brand

2)

the

family brand,

extension

(positive/negative).

2

factorial

design

a new product

with a

X

2

X

2

and

(see

52).

company

present product

introduces

that product

category

different product

(line

category

from the

investigates

whether a

extension will
thus mediate

(franchise

franchise

effect

brand name.

or a

completely

extension)

this

[Tauber

the

same

and/or a

line

evaluation processes

performance

as

research

extension

different
that

in the brand's

category to be

family brand,

encourage

the

could be

extension)

By manipulating product

or different

the

a brand name,

similarity with the
the

familiar brand name,

on

on

that various

Category

When

1981] .

of

effect

similarity with the

research design
3.1,

are

attribute

information

Figure

the

strategies may have

independent variables

Factors

ratings

will

and

have

POSITIVE

INFORMATION

ATTRIBUTES
SAME

SAME

DIFFERENT

1

2

3

4

PRODUCT CATEGORY
DIFFERENT

NEGATIVE

INFORMATION

ATTRIBUTES
SAME

|

DIFFERENT
-

SAME

5

1
1

6

7

1
1
1
1
1

8

PRODUCT CATEGORY
DIFFERENT

1
i

Figure

3.1

Research Design
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Consumer Behavior
affect

transfers

different

from the

product

brand evaluations

of product

category.

For

of

a

evaluations

of

a home

desk

chair which

they

concluded that

This

mediates

The
attitude
in

when

they

in

found that positive
of brand

family brand in
the positive

the

and electronic

compared to

focuses

on

transfer

a ball

negative

greater the

terms

brand

point

of

how product

register

pen

and

evaluations.

terms

Thus,

of the

new

of product

affect

(Brand

from the

cash

similarity

(in

transfer

new extension

(positive

or

-> Extension).

category

extension

similarity

to

the brand

-> Brand).

pre-test mentioned earlier to
also

allowed the

selection

and dissimilar product

family brand.

subjects

as

greater the

affect

similar

to the

computer

existing product

to that

(Extension

instance,

received more

to the

research

extensions

calculator transferred to positive

with that brand name

negative)

investigated how

evaluations

similar to the

evaluations

the

They

led to positive

that were

category),

(1987)

family brand to

categories.

extensions

extension

Seminar

to

list

thought

the

This
types

of the

was

assess

of extensions

categories

determined by

of products

that

Tropicana brand

frequently mentioned breakfast

foods,

fruit

Based on

juice;

see Appendix A).

brand

with

that

were

respect

asking
came

to mind

(subjects most

orange
this

juice,

and

pre-test,

the
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experimenter selected the

similar product category to be

juice and the dissimilar product

category to be

sherbet.

Attribute Similarity
Attribute

similarity is manipulated to investigate

whether it influences the processes
evaluate brand extensions

consumers use to

and the effect an extension's

performance ratings will have on the brand name.
studies have

found that if an object's attributes are

consistent with the

schema that

of family branded products),
result;

it evokes

(e.g.,

category

category-based processing will

if the object's attributes are perceived as

inconsistent with the category,
result

Previous

piecemeal processing will

(Fiske and Pavelchak 1986).

Fiske

(1982)

encouraged subjects to engage in either

category-based or piecemeal processing by having them
encounter a category label whose accompanying attributes
were either consistent or inconsistent with regard to the
label.

This manipulation was

carried out in a person-

perception context and was operationalized by showing
subjects a photograph of an engineer
played the
attributes)
clothes
jock,

flute and smoked marijuana

(label)

who either

(inconsistent

or worked at a computer terminal and wore nerdy

(consistent attributes).

artist,

and gay student.

Other labels included
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Fiske,

Neuberg,

Beattie,

subjects with job-labels
and attributes
the label

(e.g.,

judged to be

(e.g.,

and Milberg

(1987)

loan shark,

presented

artist,

doctor)

consistent or inconsistent with

consistent attributes
eccentric,

for artist included

nonconforming,

creative,

fashionable).

Category-based impression formation occurred

when subjects encountered a
attributes

idealistic,

and

j[ob-label with consistent

and attribute-oriented impression formation

occurred when subjects encountered a label with another
job's attributes.
In a marketing context,
product's attributes were

Sujan

(1985)

consistent

the product category it evoked,
product using category-based

found that when a

(inconsistent)

with

subjects evaluated that

(piecemeal)

processing.

She

manipulated the type of processing subjects engaged in by
showing them an ad for either a 35mm or 110
(category label).

camera

The ad provided information about a

camera whose attributes were either consistent or
inconsistent with the camera type.
consistent condition,

the ad for the

attributes

such as

and a

full

system of accessories

a

camera

110

For this

For instance,

in the

35mm SLR included

interchangeable lens,

great versatility,

(the label was

changed to

for the inconsistent condition).
study,

attribute

similarity is manipulated by

including brand extensions whose attributes are either
similar to or different

from the attributes associated with
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the

family brand name.

The pre-test mentioned earlier

assess brand attitude also allowed the

selection of

extensions that had attributes that were
dissimilar with respect to the

to

similar and

family brand.

Subjects were

asked to list the characteristics they associate with the
Tropicana brand
good taste,

(subjects most

oranges,

quality,

Based on this pre-test,
attribute

(citrus)

frequently listed fresh,
refreshing;

see Appendix A).

the experimenter selected a similar

and dissimilar attribute

(raspberry).

Selection of Extensions
The two extension manipulations
similarity and attribute
select

four new

extensions are

similarity)

(hypothetical)

(product category

made it necessary to

Tropicana extensions.

illustrated in Figure 3.2.

ATTRIBUTES
DIFFERENT

SAME

SAME

Tropicana
Citrus
Guava Juice

Tropicana
Raspberry
Fruit Juice

Tropicana
Citrus
Guava Sherbet

Tropicana
Raspberry
Fruit Sherbet

PRODUCT CATEGORY
DIFFERENT

Figure 3.2

Tropicana Extensions

The
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Initial Manipulation Check
An initial manipulation check was performed to
determine the extensions'
family brand name.
Rosch's

(1975)

on a 7-point

This

degree of similarity to the
check was a modification of

rating task.

Rosch asked subjects to rate

scale the extent to which instances

represented their idea or image of a given category.
For this
participate

study,

student

subjects who did not

in the main experiment were asked to rate how

well each of ten products

fit their image of a brand name.

They were instructed that a

1 means that the product is a

good example of their image of the brand name and a 7 means
that the product

fits poorly with their image of the brand

name.
Twenty subjects
of four brands.

rated 10 different products

for each

Only the Tropicana brand ratings were of

interest.

The mean ratings

(see Appendix B)

the citrus

juice extension was

closely associated with the

brand name

(mean=1.65)

raspberry sherbet was not

and the

closely associated with the brand
expected,

(mean=5.75).

As

the two remaining extensions were rated in

between with citrus
raspberry

indicated that

sherbet

receiving a rating of 4.30 and

juice receiving a rating of 4.80.
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Information About the Extensions
One

concern for marketing managers

is whether the

failure of one extension will have a detrimental effect on
how consumers perceive the brand name.
investigate this

concern,

subjects

In order to

received either positive

or negative information about the extension.
information was

in the

testing agency's
The

form of an independent consumer

rating of the product.

ratings were

similar in

Consumer Reports magazine.
were listed in the
of evaluations

columns

A check

column indicated the evaluation of
For the positive evaluation

evaluations were in the excellent and very

good categories,
were in the

followed by five

ranging from excellent to poor.

characteristic.

manipulation,

format to those in the

Six product characteristics

first column,

mark in the appropriate
each product

This

while the negative information evaluations

fair and poor categories.

the evaluation grid there was a comment

In addition,

under

section to

reinforce the positive or negative evaluation.

Second Manipulation Check
Before conducting the main experiment,

a check was

performed to see if the negative/positive information
provided in the cases had the intended effect.
check,

15

study were

For this

students who did not participate in the main
shown the evaluation grid and additional
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comments
were

that would be

shown the

grid

used

with no brand name

letters.

A,

etc.).

this

survey was

that

appear

to

the main

for a product

sherbet)

B,

in

find out

in magazines

(either

(brands

They were
how

like

study.

were

a

Subjects

juice

or a

indicated by

told that
consumers

the purpose

of

view evaluations

Consumer Reports

and Consumer

Digest.
There were
negative,

three

and neutral.

evaluation

appealing/unappealing,
results
were

(see Appendix

in the

(0=the

possible)

differential

grids

Subjects

of the brand

100=the very best
semantic

different

and

scales

asked to

rate

very worst possible
respond to three

their
to

7-point

(good/bad,

and high
C)

were

-- positive,

quality/low quality).

indicated that

The

the manipulations

intended direction.

Methodology
As

mentioned earlier,

factorial

design.

assigned to

one

the

design

Each experimental

of the

eight

is

a

2

X

2

session was

X

2

randomly

treatments.

Subjects
Subjects
recruited
student
of the

were

from a

subjects
study

undergraduate business

large

northeastern university.

should not

since

students

the brand

diminish the
chosen was

external

The

use

of

validity

familiar to

60
students.

Other brand extension

student

subjects

Seminar

1987).

studies

(Aaker and Keller

have

1988;

also used

Consumer Behavior

Main Experiment
First

Session
The

first

session was

undergraduate marketing
session was
brand and

to

collect

four

held during

courses.
subjects'

other brands

The

class

time

purpose

image

four

of this

of the

(Minute Maid,

of

Tropicana

Very Fine,

Tang,

and HiC).
Subjects
determine

what

students.
point

were

told that

a

study was

being done

certain brand names mean to

Students

were

asked to

semantic differential

depended on which of the
described their

image

questionnaire).

This

two

ends

of the

The

lasted

a

space

of the

brand name

session

college

respond to

scales.

to

series
they

of

7-

checked

scale better
(see Appendix D

for

for

fifteen minutes.

Second Session
Three
classes

weeks

were

told they

participating
opportunity to
of

class

later,

time.

in

a

students

could receive

research

sign-up
A total

in the

study.

for one
of

24

of

same marketing

extra

credit points

They were
several

sessions

given the

sessions

were

by

outside

conducted.

Two
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experimenters
sessions
At
read a

who

did not

conducted all
the

sessions,

case

participate

of the

second

students

were

study that was

textbook of

case

studies

case was

in

development

to the

Eight

each experimental
stimuli

were

case

used to present

or negative)

in

experimental

design.

When

as

about

instructions.
minutes

to

Subjects

record their

evaluated the

case,

the

case,

the

extension's

room,

study

a

and

image

(one

they

(either positive
for an

experimenter

read the
and were

responses.

given two
They then

extension presented in

and Tropicana.

of the

experiment,

for

study

familiarity with orange

category,

the

initial

Case

because

the

case

cognitive

for questionnaire).
After the

for

interest.

as possible

open-ended questions

assessed their

Appendix F
minutes.

some

format

evaluated the

product

of

developed

extensions

read the

and recorded their

responded to
finally

of the

were

extensions

entered the

explained the purpose

to

informed that

see Appendix E).

the

realistic

subjects

they were

and that their

covered were

studies

treatment;

provided information

told that

They were

stage,

topic being

different

sessions.

for undergraduate marketing

in the United States.

reactions

initial

currently being developed

students

the

in the

The

about

the

They then
case

Tropicana brand
session

juice,

lasted

and

(see
for

another experimenter

20
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entered the

room and had

subjects

unrelated experiment which

lasted

participate
for

in

an

10 minutes.

Dependent Measures
Cognitive

Responses
Immediately

they were

asked to

Tropicana

extension

instructed to

list

that provided nine
minutes

to

Cognitive

they

their thoughts

used to

engaged to

toward the

study,

on

a page

given two

and Petty

investigate

the

were

They were

(Cacioppo

evaluate

1981).

the processing

the brand extensions.

Extension

responded to
toward the

nice,

Subjects

(one per box)

rectangular boxes.

were

case

they had about

encountered.

responses

interesting,

read the

thoughts

task

attitude

ten

7-point

extension

important,

personally beneficial,

Brand

any

this

Subjects
their

list

subjects

complete

strategies

Attitude

after

one

unique,

I

scales

to measure

(pleasant,

good,

would buy,

appealing,

and useful).

Image
While

a brand attitude

of a product's

attributes,

total,

overall

impression

image,

its

for the

character

overall

usually

refers

a brand image
an

to

an

relates

object makes.

(sales)

to the

"A brand's

or personality may be more

status

evaluation

important

of the brand than many
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technical
p.

facts about the product"

(Gardner and Levy 1955,

35) .
A brand image can be

considered a set of ideas or

feelings about a product,
appropriateness

for purposes

(Gardner 1965).
packaging,

trademark,

quality,
and it

from the total

engaged in by the
Jacoby,

Olson,

"subjective,

or people,

goodness or badness

It is based on the brand's

(Heidingsfield 1965)
derive

including evaluations of quality,

firm

and possibly the price

is the understanding consumers

set of brand-related activities
(Park,

and Haddock

emotional

symbolism,

Jaworski,

(1971)

Maclnnis

define brand image as the

cluster of meaning and symbols that

the consumer attributes to particular brands"
Many previous
have used the
self-image.

(p.

571) .

studies which have measured brand image

same measurement
Thus,

1986) .

these

scale

for brand image and

scales have used bipolar adjective

pairs which correlate with personality characteristics
(e.g.,

sophisticated-unsophisticated;

conventional;
rugged;

husky-weak;

plain-stylish;

Green et al.

1969,

sneakers,

Hughes

and Naert
(1984)

1970,

fragile-

interesting-dull;
Ross

1971).

looked specifically at the

for Calvin Klein and Lee

jeans,

Nike and Keds

and Christian Dior and L'eggs pantyhose.

had subjects
scales

reliable-unreliable;

humorous-serious;

Jacoby and Mazursky
brand images

eccentric-

respond to a

(youthful-mature;

They

series of semantic differential
good-bad;

high price-low price.
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high quality-low quality;
modern-old-fashioned;
Park,

Jaworski,

good reputation-poor reputation;

special-ordinary).
and Maclnnis

aspects of a brand's image:
symbolic aspects,

and 3)

1)

(1986)

outline three

functional aspects,

experiential aspects.

2)

A brand's

functional aspects refer to its ability to solve
consumption needs while its symbolic aspects fulfill needs
for self-enhancement,
ego-identification.

role position,

group membership,

or

The experiential dimension fulfills

desires for products that provide sensory pleasure and
draws from research on variety seeking and experiential
consumption

(Park,

Jaworski,

For this study,

Maclnnis 1986).

a series of bipolar adjective scales

to measure the brand's image was developed by integrating
some of the bipolar adjective pairs used by Jacoby and
Mazursky
Suci,

(1984)

into the framework suggested by Osgood,

and Tannenbaum

(1957) .

Involvement with Product Categories and Brand
Research has found that involvement with a product
category may affect the type of processing
piecemeal)

engaged

(e.g.,

Sujan 1985).

(category versus

Therefore,

subjects

responded to three-item involvement scales to assess their
involvement with orange juice and the extension's product
category

(either fruit juice or sherbet).

items used were product category interest,

The specific
time spent
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thinking about the product
of the product

category

category,

and average

(adapted from Bloch,

importance

Sherrel,

and

Ridgway 1986).
In addition,

subjects were asked if they ever had

Tropicana Orange Juice or any other Tropicana products and
whether they had seen any advertisements
products

(other than orange

juice).

asked to indicate on a 7-point
fruit

juices

(1 = not al

all,

for Tropicana

Finally,

subjects were

scale how much they like
7 = a great deal).

Data Analysis
The
will

first

induce

set of hypotheses

concerns which extensions

subjects to engage in category-based processing

and which extensions encourage

subjects to engage in

piecemeal processing.
Hla:

When a new extension is in a similar product
category and has similar attributes as the
family brand, consumers will evaluate the
extension using category-based processes.

Hlb:

When a new extension is in a different
product category and has different
attributes compared to the family brand,
consumers will evaluate the extension using
piecemeal processes.

Hlc:

When a new extension is in a different
product category or has different
attributes compared to the family brand,
consumers will attempt to recategorize
the extension.

These hypotheses

are

analysis of covariances.

investigated by performing
The

factors

of interest are the
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case

(positive/negative),

the extension's attributes

(similar/dissimilar to the

family brand),

extension's product category
family brand).

and the

(similar/dissimilar to the

The covariate

is

involvement with the

extension's product category.
The dependent measure
of brand thoughts.

for Hypothesis

la is the number

Thoughts which center around the

family

brand are equated with category-based processing since the
family brand represents the
The dependent measure
attribute thoughts.

for Hypothesis

thoughts

(piecemeal)

for Hypothesis

2a is the number of

processing.

The

3a is the number of

(recategorization).

remaining hypotheses

strategies will

concern which extension

lead to the most change

once information about the extension
negative)

study.

relating the new extension to a known product or

product category
The

in this

Attribute thoughts are indicative of

attribute-by-attribute
dependent measure

category label

is encountered.

have on a brand's

image is

in the brand image

(either positive or

The effect than an extension may
expected to depend on the

processing strategy consumers engage and the information
(positive or negative)

they receive about the extension.

The different effects that positive and negative
information may have on a brand's

image are investigated by

blocking on the type of information encountered.

First,

the effect that positive information may have on a brand's
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image is investigated.

It is expected that when positive

information about an extension was encountered,

the brand

image will change when the extension is evaluated using
category-based processing,

but not when piecemeal

processing is engaged.
H2a:

Positive brand extension evaluations will
lead to a more positive brand image when the
extension is in the same product category
and has the same attributes as the family
brand (category-based processing), but
not when the extension in a different
product category and has different
attributes from the family brand
(piecemeal processing).

A 2 X 2 analysis of covariance is performed to test
this hypothesis.

The covariate is the brand image measures

collected at the first session and the dependent variable
is the brand's image collected at the second session.
When negative information is encountered,

even

extensions that are perceived as "far apart" from the brand
name should have some effect on the brand's image

(although

this effect should be less than when extensions are similar
to the brand name).

It is expected that negative

information would lead to change in brand image when both
category-based processing and piecemeal processing are
engaged

(although the change in brand image should be

greater when negative information is encountered about
extensions which are evaluated using category-based
processing).
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H2b:

Again,

a

Negative brand extension evaluations will
lead to a more negative brand image when
the extension is in the same product
category and has the same attributes as
the family brand than when an extension
is in a different category and has
different attributes compared to the
family brand.

2X2 analysis of covariance is performed for

subjects who received the negative case manipulations.
The final hypothesis concerns the effect that
extensions may have on the clarity of the brand's image.
It is expected that extensions that are inconsistent with
the brand schema will dilute the clarity of the brand's
image.

Extensions that are inconsistent with the brand

schema should be those that are in a different product
category and/or have different attributes than the family
brand and receive negative performance evaluations.
H3a:

Extensions that receive negative ratings
will dilute the clarity of the brand's
image.

H3b:

Extensions that are in a dissimilar product
category compared to the family brand will
dilute the clarity of the brand's image.

H3c:

Extensions that have dissimilar attributes
compared to the family brand will dilute
the clarity of the brand's image.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

Introduction
This project investigates the effect that brand
extensions may have on a brand's image.

It is hypothesized

that the degree of similarity of an extension to a family
brand

(in terms of product category and attributes)

mediates the type of processing engaged and thus influences
the effect an extension may have on a brand's image.
addition,

In

this study also investigates the effect that the

type of information encountered about an extension
(positive or negative)
Subjects'

may have on a brand's image.

image of the Tropicana brand was collected

three weeks prior to introducing them to positive or
negative information about a new Tropicana extension.

This

allowed for a comparison of brand image before and after
the extension was encountered.
The discussion of the results of this study begins
with basic descriptive data.

Randomization checks and

manipulation checks are then provided.

Finally,

the

results of the data analysis and hypothesis tests are
presented.
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General Results
A total of 158 subjects completed the initial survey
and the follow-up survey three weeks later.

Table 4.1

shows the breakdown of subjects across the eight
experimental treatments.

156 subjects

they have had Tropicana Orange Juice

(98%)

indicated that

(this confirms the

pre-test which found students to be familiar with the
Tropicana brand).
Prior to collecting the data,

several variables were

identified that could potentially affect the type of
processing consumers engage.

These variables were

involvement with orange juice

(the family brand's product

category)
category

and involvement with the extension's product
(either sherbet or fruit juices).

of involvement indexes

These two sets

(involvement with orange juice and

involvement with extension's product category,
juices or sherbet)
product interest,

were composed of three measures each:
time spent thinking about the product,

and average importance of the product.

These items were

measured on a 7-point scale and were summed
Sherrel,

either fruit

and Ridgway 1986)

involvement measure

(Bloch,

to arrive at an overall

(see Table 4.2).

To check that these involvement factors were
independent of the eight treatment groups,

chi square

statistics were used to examine the strength and
statistical significance of any potential departure from
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independence.

The median response to the three-item summed

involvement scale was used to divide subjects into low and
high involvement groups.
Table 4.3)

The results

(see cell sizes in

indicated that the involvement factors were

randomly distributed across the eight treatment groups.
An analysis of variance was performed to see if
subjects'

involvement with the extension's product category

affected how they rated the extension.
(low involvement/high involvement)
factorial design.

X 4

The ANOVA was a 2
(extensions)

The dependent measure was a summated

product rating scale

(a factor analysis of the product

rating scales indicated that nine of these ten variables
loaded on one factor with a coefficient alpha of
Appendix G).

.9484;

see

The results indicated that low involvement

subjects rated the product significantly less than high
involvement subjects across all treatments
for the treatment means).

(see Table 4.3

For the fruit juice extensions,

the involvement main effect was significant at p <.001
(F(1,69)=22.554).

The involvement main effect was

significant for the sherbet extensions at p <.003
(F(1,72)=10.607) .
These main effects for involvement on the ratings of
the extensions were an indication that involvement with the
extension's product category may also affect a brand s
image.

Thus,

involvement was u sed as a covariate in later
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analyses that investigated the effect an extension may have
on a brand's image.
In addition,

a check was made that subjects'

involvement with the brand's product category

(Table 4.4)

and familiarity with the new Tropicana extensions
4.5)

(Table

which had been recently introduced were also

independent of the eight treatment groups.

An analysis of

variance was performed to see if subjects'

familiarity with

Tropicana extensions affected how they rated the extensions
in this study.

This analysis was performed to see if

subjects who had encountered Tropicana extensions might
discount the negative information provided in the case.
The ANOVA was a 2

(had not seen new Tropicana

extensions/had seen new extensions)

X 8

(treatment group).

There was a significant main effect for familiarity with
the Tropicana extensions at p <.05.
the means

(see Table 4.5)

case manipulation,

An investigation of

indicated that for the negative

subjects who had seen the new Tropicana

extensions rated the extension in this study more
positively than did subjects who have not seen the new
Tropicana extensions.
In order to check that subjects believed the cover
story concerning the case,

they were asked to write down

anything they would like about the case itself.

Responses

to this question focused on the case itself and no mention
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was made that the case was unrealistic,

unbelievable,

or

contrived.

Manipulation Check
To ensure that the negative and positive case stories
did manipulate attitudes toward the extensions,

subjects

responded to ten 7-point scales assessing their reactions
to the product
important,

(pleasant,

good,

one I would buy,

interesting,

appealing,

nice,

beneficial,

useful,

and unique).
The manipulation check indicated that subjects who read
the negative case evaluation rated the product
significantly lower than did subjects who read the positive
case story

(Table 4.6).

Dependent Measures
Cognitive Responses
Cognitive responses were coded based on a framework
developed by Fiske and Ruscher

(1989).

Three important

categories of cognitive responses were evident:

attribute-

oriented responses,

product-oriented responses,

and brand-

oriented responses.

These three major categories accounted

for 90% of subjects'

total cognitive responses.

Within

each of these main categories were several subcategories
(see Table 4.7).
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Cognitive responses were coded by two raters
independently who were blind to the study's hypotheses and
treatment conditions.
valence

(positive,

The coders gave all thoughts a

negative,

agreement was 81%.

or neutral).

The inter-judge

Disagreements were resolved through

discussion between the two judges so that all responses
were coded.

Brand Image Measures
This study had subjects record their image of five
different brands:
Maid,

HiC,

Tropicana

Very Fine,

(time 1 and time 2),

and Tang.

Minute

The same bipolar adjective

scales were used for each brand.
A factor analysis was performed on each brand
separately.

It was expected that the brand image measures

would load on three dimensions for all of the brands:
evaluation,

2)

potency,

and 3)

activity.

These dimensions

are based on the framework provided by Osgood,
Tannenbaum

(1957).

was confirmed

For most brands,

1)

Suci,

and

this dimensionality

(see Appendix H for factor loadings and

Appendix I for reliability coefficients).
dimensions were used for all brands,

These three

even where the factor

analysis indicated there was some deviation.

Since

research has found these three dimensions to be
consistently present,

forcing these dimensions on brands
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where they did not appear is not expected to affect the
results in any important ways.
Brand evaluation is operationalized as the summed
response across eight semantic differential scales:
quality/low quality,
superior/inferior,

good taste/bad taste,

fresh/stale,

reputation/poor reputation,
class/low class.

high

natural/artificial,

superior/ordinary,

good

and high

Brand potency is operationalized as the

summed response across two semantic differential scales:
heavy/light and thick/thin.

Brand activity is

operationalized as the summed response across three
semantic differential scales:

active/passive,

fast/slow,

and sharp/dull.

Analysis of Hypotheses
Evaluations of the Extensions
The cognitive responses were collected to investigate
the processing strategies subjects engaged when they
evaluated the brand extensions.

If a new instance fits the

schema it evokes,

then the affect associated with that

schema

will be applied to the instance.

(category)

category-based processing

This is

(or "schema-driven affect ).

It

was hypothesized that extensions which were consistent with
the brand's schema would encourage category-based
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processing.

Category-based processing was posited to be

evidenced by thoughts concerning the family brand category.

Hla: When a new extension is in the same
product category and has the same
attributes as the family brand,
consumers will evaluate the
extension using category-based
processes.
This hypothesis was tested by performing a 2 X 2 X 2
analysis of covariance.
case

The independent factors were the

(positive/negative),

the extension's attributes

(similar/dissimilar to the family brand),
extension's product category
family brand).

and the

(similar/dissimilar to the

The dependent measure was the number of

brand-related thoughts which was expected to be indicative
of category-based processing.

The covariate was subjects'

involvement with the extension's product category.
The results indicated that this hypothesis was not
supported

(see Table 4.8).

number of brand-related

(category-based)

encountered inconsistency
product category,
thoughts =.70)

Subjects recorded the greatest
thoughts when they

(extensions in a different

with different attributes; mean number of

compared to consistency

(extension in a

similar product category with similar attributes; mean
number of thoughts =.40).
The only significant effect was for attribute
similarity

(p=.002).

It appears that when the extensions'
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attributes were dissimilar from the family brand,
number of brand-related thoughts was greater

the

(mean=.72)

than when attributes were similar to the family brand
(mean=.32).

Thus,

attribute dissimilarity seemed to

encourage more category-based thoughts.
opposite from what was expected.

This result was

Attribute similarity was

expected to lead to a greater number of brand-related
thoughts.
When a new instance does not fit the schema it evokes,
more elaborate processing is engaged because all of the
discrete attributes must be combined
averaging)

(often by adding or

in order to arrive at a final evaluation.

This

is piecemeal or attribute-by-attribute processing.
Hypothesis lb posits that when an extension is inconsistent
with the family brand category,

there is an increase in the

use of attribute-oriented information.
Illb: When a new extension is in a different
product category and has different
attributes compared to the family
brand, consumers will evaluate the
extension using piecemeal processes.
This hypothesis was tested by performing a 2 X 2 X 2
analysis of covariance
hypothesis).

(same factors as the previous

The independent measure was the number of

attribute-oriented thoughts
attribute categories)

(summed across the five

which are indicative of piecemeal or

attribute-by-attribute processing.

The covariate was

involvement with the extension's product category.
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This hypothesis was also not supported.

Subjects

listed the greatest number of attribute thoughts when they
encountered an extension that was in a similar product
category with similar attributes

(mean=2.00).

Subjects

listed the least number of attribute thoughts when they
encountered an extension that was in a different product
category with different attributes
The results indicated
effects for the attribute
manipulations.

(mean=1.40).

(see Table 4.9)
(p=.046)

significant main

and case

(p=.001)

It appears that when the extensions'

attributes were similar to the family brand,

subjects

listed a higher number of attribute-oriented thoughts
(mean=1.96)
dissimilar

than when the extensions'
(mean=1.46).

In addition,

attributes were
subjects reported a

higher number of attribute-oriented thoughts when they
encountered positive information
negative information

(mean=1.27).

(mean=2.11)

as opposed to

These results are

surprising because negative information,

which is

inconsistent with the Tropicana brand schema,

was expected

to encourage the use of attribute-oriented thoughts.
The final hypothesis in this group predicts that when
an object cannot be immediately categorized,

the perceivers

will attempt to find a subcategory or a new category
(recategorization).
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Hlc: When a new extension is in a different
product category or has different
attributes compared to the family
brand, consumers will attempt to
recategorize the extension.
This hypothesis was tested by performing a 2 X 2 X 2
analysis of covariance
hypothesis).

(same factors as the previous

The independent measure was the number of

thoughts which compared the extension to a known or
existing product category
The results

(indicative of recategorization).

(see Table 4.10)

hypothesis was supported.

indicated that this

Subjects listed the greatest

number of thoughts comparing the extension to a known
subcategory when there was some degree of similarity
(either attribute similarity or product category
similarity)

between the extension and the brand.

result is consistent with Fiske and Neuberg's

This

(1989)

continuum model of impression formation which notes that
when an initial category cannot be confirmed,

perceivers

will recategorize the object into a subcategory.

The

product category X attribute interaction was significant at
p=.025.

Summary of Hypotheses Hla,
Fiske and Ruscher

Hlb,

(1989)

& Hlc

note that category comments do

not typically vary across manipulations designed to
increase or decrease category-based processing.
because category-based processing predominates

This is
(it is
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easier to engage,

requires less effort).

However,

Fiske

and Ruscher have found the level of commenting about
attribute information to vary.
In this study,

the number of category and attribute

related thoughts varied significantly across the attribute
manipulation.

It was expected that attribute similarity

(consistent with brand category)

would encourage a greater

number of category-based thoughts and attribute
dissimilarity

(inconsistent with brand category)

would

encourage a greater number of attribute-related thoughts.
However,

the opposite was found to be true.

Category-based

thoughts were greater when the extension had dissimilar
attributes and attribute thoughts were greater when the
extension had similar attributes.
information,
thoughts

In addition,

positive

which was expected to encourage category-based

(consistent to brand schema)

attribute thoughts.

Thus,

actually encouraged

it seems that brand-inconsistent

information encouraged the use of category-based processing
while consistent information encouraged the use of
piecemeal processing.

However,

as expected,

it appears

that some degree of dissimilarity with the family brand
(either product category or attributes)
recategorization.

does encourage
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Brand Image
This section discusses subjects'
Tropicana brand.

Subjects'

assessment of the

image of the Tropicana brand

was collected two weeks prior to the main experiment,

after

which they encountered positive or negative information
about a new Tropicana extension.
In order to investigate the degree to which the brand
image was affected by each treatment condition,
of covariance was performed.

an analysis

The dependent measure was the

brand image evaluation factor measured after subjects
encountered an extension
were the case
attributes

(BI2)

and the independent factors

(positive/negative),

the extension's

(similar/dissimilar to the family brand),

the extension's product category
family brand).

and

(similar/dissimilar to the

The covariates were the brand image

evaluation factor measured at the first data collection
session

(BIX)

and involvement with the extensions'

product

categories.
The brand image evaluative factor was the summed scale
of the variables that loaded on the evaluative dimension
for the brand image
price,

superior,

natural,

(high quality,

fresh,

and good taste;

healthy,

good reputation,

high class,

high

unique,

see Appendix H for factor loadings

and Appendix I for reliability coefficients).
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Positive Information
This hypothesis concerns the effect that positive
information about extensions may have on a brand's image.
H2a:

Positive brand extension evaluations
will lead to a more positive brand
image when the extension is in the
same product category and has the
same attributes as the family brand
(category-based processing), but
not when the extension in a different
product category and has different
attributes from the family brand
(piecemeal processing).

A 2 X 2 analysis of covariance was performed

(subjects

who received the positive information case were selected)
with product category
(similar/dissimilar)

(similar/dissimilar)

as the dependent variables and the

brand image evaluative factor

(measured at time 1)

involvement with the extensions'
covariates.

and attributes

and

product categories as the

The dependent measure was the brand image

evaluative factor measured after subjects encountered the
extension.
The results indicated

(see Table 4.11)

hypothesis was not supported

that this

(the main effects for product

category and attributes were not significant).

It was

expected that when an extension was in a similar product
category to the family brand,
would be engaged,

category-based processing

and attitudes toward this extension would

affect the brand image.
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The treatment means

(Table 4.11)

indicated that the

positive information about an extension led to a greater
increase in brand image when the extension was in a
dissimilar product category and had dissimilar attributes
compared to the family brand
Sherbet).

However,

a post hoc analysis found that the

increases in brand image
significant

(Tropicana Raspberry Fruit

(from time 1 to time 2)

were not

(see Appendix J).

No hypotheses were made concerning the effect that
positive information about extensions that were expected to
be recategorized

(have either dissimilar product category

or dissimilar attributes)
The treatment means

would have on the brand image.

(Table 4.11)

indicated that when an

extension had a similar product category,
attributes

(Raspberry Fruit Juice),

increased from 47.55 to 49.55.

but dissimilar

the brand image

A post hoc analysis

indicated that this increase was marginally significant at
p=.062

(see Appendix J).

Positive information about the extension with
dissimilar product category and similar attributes
Guava Sherbet)

(Citrus

also lead to an increase in brand image.

This increase from 47.68 to 49.95 was significant at p=.034
(see Appendix J).
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Negative Information
Hypothesis 2b predicts that negative information about
an extension will lead to a decrease in brand image when
both category-based processing and piecemeal processing is
engaged

(although the decrease in brand image will be

greater when negative information is encountered about
extensions which are evaluated using category-based
processing).
information,

This effect was expected because the negative
which research has found to be more salient

than positive information,
subjects'

is also discrepant with

image of the Tropicana brand.
H2b:

Negative brand extension evaluations
will lead to a more negative brand
image when the extension is in the
same product category and has the
same attributes as the family brand
than when an extension is in a
different product category and has
different attributes compared to the
family brand.

A 2 X 2 analysis of covariance was performed

(subjects

who received the negative information cases were selected)
with product category
(similar/dissimilar)

(similar/dissimilar)

as the independent factors and the

brand image evaluative factor

(measured at time 1)

involvement with the extensions'
covariates.

and attributes

and

product categories as the

The dependent measure was the brand image

evaluative factor measured after subjects encountered the
extension.
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The results

indicated

(see Table 4.12)

hypothesis was partially supported.

that this

It was expected that

negative information will decrease the brand's
it is targeted to an extension that is
with the

family brand

attributes).

image when

closely associated

(similar product category and similar

There was a significant main effect for

product category

(p=.046).

Subjects

in the treatments

where the negative information was targeted to the
juice

(similar product category)

brand image

(47.22)

than subjects

extensions had a lower
in the treatments where

the negative information was targeted to the
(dissimilar product category)
was no main effect

extensions

for attribute

decrease

in brand image

sherbet

(49.38).

There

similarity.

An investigation of the treatment means
indicated that as expected,

fruit

(Table 4.12)

negative information led to a

for subjects who encountered the

extension that had similar product category and attributes
to the

family brand

significant,

(although this decrease was not

see Appendix J).

However,

when subjects

encountered negative information about an extension with a
dissimilar product category and attributes,
image increased

(this

increase was not

their brand

significant,

see

Appendix J).
Again,

no hypotheses were made concerning the

extensions that were expected to be recategorized.
investigation of the treatment means

(Table 4.12)

An
indicated
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that

subjects'

brand image decreased when they encountered

an extension in a similar product category with dissimilar
attributes

(Raspberry Fruit Juice).

A post hoc analysis

showed that this decrease in brand image was not
significant

(see Appendix J).

Negative information about

the extension with dissimilar product category and similar
attributes

(Citrus Guava Sherbet)

increase in brand image

led to an unexpected

from 48.89 to 50.63.

(this

increase was marginally significant at p=.098,

see Appendix

J) .

Summary of Hypotheses H2a

&

H2b

The product category and attribute manipulations did
not mediate the effect that positive information had on the
brand's

image.

Although brand image increased for all

four

extensions that were the target of positive information,
this

increase was only significant

similar attributes
Sherbet)
the

for the extension with

in a dissimilar product category

and marginally significant

(Citrus

for the extension with

similar product category and dissimilar attributes

(Raspberry Juice).
The product category manipulation,

only,

mediated the

effect that negative information had on the brand's
The results

image.

indicated that negative information was most

detrimental when an extension was
category as the

family brand.

in a similar product

An unexpected result was the
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increase

in brand

negative

information

product

category

Clarity

of the

The

final

study,

subjects

for

about

subjects
an

who

encountered

extension

in

a

dissimilar

(sherbet).

Brand's

Image

hypotheses

extensions may
this

image

have

concern

on the

clarity

if a brand has

should agree

the

a

of

clear,

on what

the

effects

that

a brand's

distinct

image.

image

For

then

brand image means

to

them.
It

was

with the
brand's
brand

expected that

brand

schema will

image.

Extensions

schema

evaluations
product

extensions

should be
in the

category

dilute
that

those

case

study

and have

the

are

that

that

are

clarity

of the

inconsistent

receive

and are

different

inconsistent

in

with the

negative
a

different

attributes

than the

family brand.
H3a:

Extensions that receive
ratings will dilute the
of the brand's image.

H3b:

Extensions that are in a dissimilar
product category compared to the
family brand will dilute the clarity
of the brand's

H3c:

Extensions
attributes
brand will

image,

order to
a test

investigate

for the

image.

that have dissimilar
compared to the family
dilute the clarity of

the brand's
In

negative
clarity

image.
the

clarity

homogeneity

of the brand

of the variances

s

was
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performed for the Tropicana brand before and after the
extensions were encountered.

This analysis was

conducted

because the interest in clarity was not on the brand's
centroid

(which was

investigated in earlier analyses by

comparing the brand image evaluation means across treatment
groups),

but rather on dispersions

sharp focus

in subjects'

(does a brand have a

minds?)

If extensions do dilute the clarity of a brand's image,
the variances

for the image variables

and activity)

would increase

(evaluation,

from time

would be a greater dispersion on

1 to time

subject's

2

potency,
(there

image of the

brand).
The results

(Table

4.13)

indicated that the variance

actually decreased for the evaluation and activity factors,
and this decrease in variance was
evaluation factor
treatments,

(Table 4.14).

significant for the
Thus,

across all

it appears that the extensions

increase in the clarity of the brand's

led to an

image

(from an

evaluative dimension).
The variance of the brand image was also investigated
across the positive and negative case treatment groups.

It

was hypothesized that negative information would dilute the
clarity of the brand's
4.14)

image

(H3a).

The results

(see Table

indicated that the variance in brand image decreased

from time

1

for the evaluation and activity factors

the positive and negative manipulations.

However,

in both
for all
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three dimensions,

the variance was greater in the negative

case manipulation than in the positive case manipulation.
This difference was

significant

for the evaluative

dimension and marginally significant
dimension.

Thus,

it

for the potency

seems that compared to positive

information about an extension,
an extension led to a less

negative information about

clear brand image

(for the

evaluative and potency dimensions).
The evaluative dimension was also found to have
significantly different variances across the different
product category

manipulations

greater for subjects
than in the

(H3b).

The variance was

in the dissimilar product category

similar product

category manipulation.

The

attribute manipulations had no effect on the brand's
variance

for any of the dimensions

(H3c).

The effect that extensions may have on the clarity of a
brand's

image was

also investigated by comparing the

Tropicana brand image before and after the extensions to
other brands.

First,

a one-way analysis of variance was

performed to compare the different brand images assessed in
this

study.

brands
1,

The independent variable was the different

(Minute Maid,

Tang,

and Tropicana time 2).

three image dimensions
The results

HiC,

Very Fine,

Tropicana time

The dependent measures were the

(evaluation,

potency,

and activity).

indicated that the brand images vary

significantly across the brands

(p<.001,

see Table 4.13)
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Of particular interest is how the Tropicana brand
compares to the brands that are also highly regarded.
instance,

at the initial

session,

subjects

For

rated their

image of the Tropicana brand higher than the Minute Maid
brand

(for all three dimensions),

although the variances

for the Tropicana ratings were higher

(Table 4.13).

of the homogeneity of dispersion matrices
test

A test

(multivariate

for the homogeneity of variances using all three brand

image

factors)

indicated that the difference in the

variances was marginally significant
p=.093).

However,

encountered,

after positive

the variance

Tropicana brand and it is
Minute Maid brand.

(Box's M = 10.979,

information is

in brand image decreases

for the

lower than the variance for the

The multivariate test of homogeneity

indicated that the difference in the two dispersion
matrices
p=.059

for these brands

is marginally significant at

(Box's M = 12.350)

extensions

Thus,

positive information about

seemed to increase the clarity of the Tropicana

image compared to Minute Maid's.
Negative information about the Tropicana extensions had
the opposite effect.
information,
dimensions)
variance

After subjects encountered negative

their variance

(again,

for the brand image

for all three

scales was greater than the

for Minute Maid's brand image scales

The difference in the variances
Minute Maid brands was

(Table 4.13).

for the Tropicana and

significant at p=.053

(Box's
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M=12.642).

Thus,

negative

information about extensions

seemed to dilute the clarity of the Tropicana image
compared to Minute Maid's.
It was planned to investigate how Tropicana compared to
brands that were not highly regarded
The variances

for these brands

(e.g.,

(Table 4.13)

(they did not have a clear distinct image),

HiC and Tang).
were

so high

that even after

subjects encountered negative information for the Tropicana
extensions,

the Tropicana brand image variances were

considerably less than the variances

Summary of Hypotheses H3a,
The

results

H3b,

for these brands.

& H3c

indicated that negative

the Tropicana brand led to a less

information about

clear brand image

compared to positive information about an extension.
addition,
the

extensions

still

In

in a different product category from

family brand seemed to increase the dispersion around

the evaluative

scales

for the Tropicana brand.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Discussion
The purpose of this
theoretical

research was to provide

insight into the effect that brand extensions

may have on a brand's

image.

While brand extensions are

attractive marketing strategies

since they could save

companies millions of dollars by not having to introduce a
new name,

there is

little theoretical

insight

into the

effect that they may have on how consumers perceive the
original
As

family brand.
recently as

July 19,

1989,

an article in the Wall

Street Journal noted that Colgate-Palmolive is putting the
Colgate brand name on over-the-counter drugs.

The company

was even offering a free tube of toothpaste with any new
Colgate extension
fiber laxatives,
article

(which include cold tablets,
and dandruff shampoo).

cited criticisms

from various

that these numerous extensions
(Colgate brand)

stands

you're worthless"
critics

(p.

natural

The Journal

consultants who claim

could "dilute what it

for — and if you stand for nothing
B-4).

Of particular concern to the

is the effect that unsuccessful extensions may have

on the family brand.
The results

found in this

study indicate that

extensions that are not closely related to the
will not lead to lower brand evaluations.

family brand

In some
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instances,

new extensions may even lead to higher brand

evaluations.

However,

managers

should be aware that

negative information about an extension is more detrimental
to the clarity of a brand's

image than positive

information.
This

study was designed to provide insight into the

effect that

successful and unsuccessful extensions may have

on a brand's

image.

Also of interest was whether the

effect that an extension may have on a brand's

image

depends on how closely associated that extension is to the
family brand.

Extensions'

similarity with a family brand

was manipulated by focusing on product category and
attributes.
this

study:

Thus,
1)

there were three

factors of interest in

the type of information of which an

extension is the target

(positive or negative),

2)

the

similarity of an extension's product category to the
brand's product category,

and 3)

the

family

similarity of an

extension's attributes to the attributes associated with
the

family brand.
This

chapter begins with an interpretation of the

results displayed in the last chapter.

Conclusions are

drawn from these results and limitations of this
reviewed.
outlined.

Finally,

future

study are

research on brand extensions is
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Findings:
The

Category vs
findings

between the

Piecemeal Processing

suggest the

following relationships

similarity of the extension to the brand and

the type of processing engaged:
- attribute similarity encouraged attribute-thoughts
and attribute dissimilarity encouraged brand
thoughts.
- positive information about the extension encouraged
more attribute-oriented thoughts than negative
information about the extension.
-

some degree of dissimilarity (either attribute or
product category) encouraged recategorization
thoughts.

Prior research has
activates and is

found that when an instance

consistent with a schema,

the evaluations

of that instance are based on the schema's affect.
the instance does not match the
elaborate processing
is engaged

(e.g.,

However,

schema it evokes,

study,

Sujan 1985).

category-based thoughts were

encouraged when the extensions'

attributes were

inconsistent with those associated with the
category.

more

(piecemeal or attribute-by-attribute)

Fiske and Pavelchak 1986,

in this

When

family brand

Attribute-by-attribute thoughts were encouraged

when the attributes were

similar to the

category and positive information
family brand)

was provided.

those reported by Sujan

family brand

(again,

consistent with

These results are opposite to

(1985)

who found that maccnes

to
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product.

:=:e;:ry knowledge evoke category-based processes

and mismatches evoke precemeal processes.
Cne possible explanation for the results
study could be

subjects'

raspberry and citrus

found in this

familiarity with the attributes

guava).

The cognitive

responses

revealed that people were unfamiliar with guava
~Khat ts guava?") .

Thus,

subjects'

(e.g.,

unfamiliarity with

guava could have encouraged them to focus on this attribute
which produced more attribute-oriented thoughts
manipulation.

Raspberry,

which subjects

are

category.
attribute
uses

however is

familiar,

While product

an attribute with

so they focused on the brand

category

familiarity was not.

similar manipulations

for this

familiarity was assessed,

Thus,

a future

should assess

study which

attribute

familiarity to see if it mediates the type of processing
engaged.

Findings:
The

Extensions'

findings

Effect on Brand Image

suggest the

following relationships

between positive information about an extension and its
effect on brand image:
- positive information led to an increase in brand
image only when the extension varied slightly
from the brand name schema (either dissimilar
product category or dissimilar attributes).
Consumer Behavior Seminar
brand evaluations

(1987)

found that positive

led to positive evaluations of brand
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extensions that were
to the

in

family brand.

extension evaluations

similar product

This

led to more positive brand image

category compared to the
findings

compared

study indicated that positive

evaluations when the extension was not

The

categories

in a similar product

family brand.

suggest the

following relationships

between negative information about an extension and its
effect on brand image:
- negative information was most detrimental to the
brand's image when it was targeted to extensions
in a similar product category to the family brand.
- negative information led to an increase in brand
image when it was targeted to an extension in
a dissimilar product category compared to the
family brand.

Thus,

it appears that when an extension was mildly

incongruent with the brand schema,
enhanced.

The theory of schema congruity may provide

insight into this

finding.

that when an instance
it evokes,

the brand image was

Mandler

(1982)

hypothesized

is mildly incongruent with the

and this inconsistency can be resolved,

resulting evaluation should be positive.

schema

the

The positive

evaluation is due to the heightened arousal and cognitive
effort that accompanies the
Meyers-Levy and Tybout

incongruity encountered.

(1989)

extended this theory to the

evaluation of consumer products.

They found that products

that were moderately incongruent with their associated
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product category schemas
a more

stimulated processing that led to

favorable evaluation compared to products that were

either congruent or extremely incongruent.
For this

study,

the brand schema would be equivalent

to Meyers-Levy and Tybout's

(1989)

product category schema

and the brand image evaluation would be equivalent to their
product evaluation.

It appears that when an extension was

either congruent with the

family brand

category and similar attributes)

(similar product

or incongruent

product category and dissimilar attributes),
influence
However,

subjects'

evaluation of the brand's

mild brand schema incongruity,

(dissimilar

it did not
image.

which in this

study

would be the extensions with either similar attributes or
in a similar product category with respect to the brand
schema,

led to the highest brand image evaluation ratings.

The theory of schema congruity could also provide
theoretical

explanation for the unexpected increase in

brand image when negative
was encountered.
product was

a

information about the extension

Negative

information about a Tropicana

incongruent with subjects'

family brand.

schema

for the

This negative information led to an increase

in brand image when it was targeted to an extension that
was

incongruent with the

family brand.

led to an increased brand evaluation.

Thus,

incongruity

However,

when the

negative information was about an extension that was
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congruent
brand,

(in terms

it

was

of product

detrimental

category)

to

to the brand's

the

family

image.

Summary
The

experimental manipulation

(positive/negative)
manipulation to be
attributes

was

did not

the

type

The

explanations

chapter)
The

theory

(1989)

provides

of

further

This

schema

response
extreme
true

some

to

of

However,

these

hypothesized effects

support

on

in brand image.
could be

limitations

section

later

congruity presented by Mandler

into the

theory proposes

cognitive
that

they

this

(similar

a minuscule

that

and thus

elaboration.
generate

(Meyers-Levy
in

lack

insight

is

schema
are

and

this

objects

unlikely to prompt

1989).

the positive

This

was

information

similar to the

attributes

found in

congruent

Therefore,

study where positive

increase

results

and Tybout

usually mild rather than

and Tybout

extension that was most
brand

the

of

category

researched by Meyers-Levy

not very noteworthy

extensive

be

lead to

for this

found this

and/or theoretical.

and

are

also pretested.

(discussed under

(1982)

study.

and product

of processing engaged and change

methodological
in

were

check

The manipulations

(similar/dissimilar)

manipulations

case

pretested and a

effective.

(similar/dissimilar)

of

Tropicana

similar product

in brand image.

found to
about

the

family

category)

led
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Mandler
that

can be

could be

(1982)

defines

successfully

accomplished is

mild

resolved.
through

found that mild incongruities
In

this

incongruities

One way this

subtyping.

lead to

study,

positive

information

in brand

image

when the

extensions

with the

brand

(either

dissimilar

indicated that

these

The

of

subtyping thoughts,

mildly

incongruent with the

cannot be
negative
change

incongruity

no

is

none

different

image

brand
it.

that

the
are

category may
This

structure,

decrease

of the

finding

and

results
somewhat

enhance
is

greatest
they

are

necessary to

which

1989).

results

In this

in brand image

were

brand's

that

elicit more

encountered which might be

from the

or

results

incongruity

sometimes

of the proposed extensions

general,

extensions

is

and Tybout

Conclusions
In

defined as

cognitive

significant

increase

family brand.

it

new extension was
that

indicating that

since

there was

category

encouraged the

evaluations

(Myers-Levy

response.

incongruent

response

incongruities

frustration

Research has

were mildly

These

existing

resolution

favorable

resolved.

the

those

did lead to an

cognitive

extensions

number

Extreme

a

dissimilar product

attributes).

as

an

in

study,

after a
indication

extremely

schema.

Implications

of this

study

different

a brand's

imply that

from the

image

consistent with Park,

brand

family

rather than hurt
Jaworski,

and
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Maclnnis'

(1986)

framework

for managing a brand's

over time.

Brand Concept-Image Management

framework,

the

elaboration)

final

stage

(after

stage where

the brand

to products

produced by the

classes.
images

Their theory

reinforce

the brand
evidence

image

one

is

support

empirical

evidence

"fortify"

a brand's

However,
detrimental

and

linking

with

This

any

it

product

strengthen the

theory).

similar

image

of

empirical

study provided

some

extensions may help to

found that

clarity

extensions.

The

agreement

to what

as

that many products

some

fortification

image.

it was

to the

the

different

did not provide

this
that

is

In this

and

strengthened by

firm in

another

(although they
to

is

(BCM).

introduction

of brand image management

image

results

extensions may be more

of the brand's

in

the

some

this

study

image

than

other

indicated that

Tropicana brand name means

was

not

as

great

among

subjects

who

received negative

information

as

compared to

subjects

who

received positive

information.

Marketing managers might
target

of negative

establishing a
extensions
found to
to

that were

extensions
Thus,

might

not

that

this
hurt

the

that

information,

clear,

dilute

note

extension

advertising

should

distinct brand image.
in

a

were

in

of the brand's
a

image

that
when

the

focus

on

category were
compared

category.

corporate
a

is

addition,

image

similar product

indicates

the brand's

In

dissimilar product

clarity

study

if an

licensing

licensed product

is
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only mildly incongruent with the brand name
of related products might
However,

this

A line

"fortify" the original brand.

study did not investigate the effect of many

licensed products
brand name.

schema.

in diverse product categories under one

Companies

should be aware that numerous

extensions could lead to a decrease in brand image.
The

findings

in this

study can be explained by the

theory of schema congruity

(Mandler 1982)

hypothesizes that moderate incongruities

which
create

some degree

of arousal which leads to a more elaborate processing and
more positive responses than ones elicited by schema
congruity.

Mandler

(1982)

"primitive like/preference

applied this theory to
judgements"

referring to mild preferences
tastes.

(p.

and aesthetic

Meyers-Levy and Tybout

(1989)

15).

He was

judgements and

used soda and fruit

juice product categories to extend this theory to consumer
products.

Thus,

the theory of schema congruity may provide

a framework from which to understand how consumers evaluate
extensions

from brands that elicit mild affect

consumer grocery goods brands).

A new extension that is

slightly incongruous with its brand schema
doesn't make
raspberry

sherbets;

juice)

when consumers

I

(e.g.,

Tropicana

didn't know Tropicana had a

may lead to an increase in brand image

can resolve this

Tropicana makes good orange
raspberry fruit

(e.g.,

juice).

inconsistency

juice,

However,

so I

(e.g.,

should like their

an incongruous extension
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might only result in a positive extension evaluation and
enhanced brand image when there is an initial
positive associations

about the brand schema.

set of
A mildly

incongruous extension from a brand with a low image
evaluation

(e.g.,

Tang)

may not result in a positive

evaluation.
The processing strategies described by Fiske and her
colleagues

(e.g.,

Pavelchak 1986,

Fiske and Neuberg 1989,

Fiske et al.

extensions of brands
categories.
evaluations

Sujan

product
juice).
this

(1985)

However,

features
Thus,

might apply to

in high involvement product

of cameras

processing).

1987)

Fiske and

was

able to manipulate

subjects'

(category versus piecemeal
cameras are more complex and their

are more

important

(as

compared to orange

the processing strategies hypothesized in

study may not be applicable to lower unit item

consumer goods

(e.g.

orange

juice).

Limitations
The use of the attribute

"guava"

generalizability of the results
cognitive responses
with guava.

Thus,

limits the

found in this

study.

The

revealed that people were unfamiliar
subjects'

unfamiliarity with gauva could

have encouraged them to focus on this attribute which led
to attribute-oriented thoughts

(instead of the expected

brand-related thoughts)

similar attribute

in the
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manipulation.
brand,

Thus,

a

future

study which uses a similar

but with an attribute manipulation which is

to subjects

should be

are drawn from this

conducted before any firm conclusions

study.

The generalizability of these
by the

fact that the data was

findings

collected in a

setting from student subjects.
for this

setting

(positive or negative)

received about the extensions.

The case

study

developed because it provided a medium through

which to introduce

subjects to positive or negative

information about a new Tropicana extension.
with any research project,
nature of the

these

sample

for this

study was

as

are limited by the

students)

comprised of students

in an undergraduate marketing

for their participation.

(fewer than 12

results

However,

stimulus.

who were given extra credit
course

"laboratory"

study was used because of the necessity to

stimulus was

The

is also limited

The experimental

manipulate the types of information
subjects

familar

Session sizes were

to ensure that

small

students paid

attention to instructions and recorded all their responses
as thoroughly as possible.
however,

that

students

There is

still the chance,

responded differently than a normal

population of adult consumers would have.
This

study used a brand that was highly regarded by

subjects.
may enhance

Thus,

the conclusion drawn that brand extensions

rather than hurt a brand's

image might only be
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generalizable to brands that also have well-established,
strong images.
extensions

Positive and negative

from a less powerful brand

information about
(e.g.,

Tang)

might

have very different effects on brand image than the effects
found in this

study.

The power of a brand could be

measured using the framework provided by Osgood,
Tannenbaum

(1957).

Suci,

and

A powerful brand would be one that

receives high scores and low variances across all three
dimensions
This

(evaluation,

potency,

and activity).

study selected an existing brand name based on

guidelines

suggested by Aaker and Keller

their guidelines

is that the

criterion.

start of this

However,

The Tropicana brand was

research because it met this

by the time the data was

new Tropicana extensions

(e.g.,

collected,

Tropicana Twisters)

been introduced and were being promoted
television advertisements)

One of

family brand should not have

already been broadly extended.
chosen at the

(1988).

had

(coupons and

in the area of the data

collection.
The type of negative/positive information provided
could have affected the results.
information sources
mouth)

(e.g.,

Other negative

an actual experience,

may have different effects on a brand's

word-of-

image.
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Future Research on Brand Extensions
Future research might use categorization theory as a
framework to understand how brand extensions in high
involvement product categories affect a brand's image
(brands such as Nikon,
(1985)

Honda,

etc.

could be used).

Sujan

was able to induce category and piecemeal processing

strategies by showing subjects ads of 110 and 35mm cameras.
The results in this study indicate that it may not be
feasible to induce these processing strategies for low unit
item consumer goods.
The theory of schema congruity could investigate how
consumers evaluate extensions of lower unit item brands.
This theory could provide insight into why some extensions
(those that are mildly incongruent with the brand schema)
enhance a brand's image.

Extensions that are extremely

incongruent would probably not enhance a brand's image and
may even lead to a negative evaluation.

Defining and

measuring when an extension is incongruous with the family
brand could give managers an idea of how far a brand could
be extended.
It would also be interesting to compare a powerful
brand with a less powerful brand.

Incongruities may only

be successfully resolved when the original brand is
powerful.

Thus,

a future study could compare evaluations

of extensions that are mildly incongruent from powerful
versus not powerful family brands.
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Table 4.1
Sample Size by Treatment

CASE:

Negative

ATTRIBUTES
Similar

Different

TOTALS

Similar

20

19

39

Different

19

20

39

TOTALS

39

39

78

PRODUCT
CATEGORY

CASE:

Positive

ATTRIBUTES
Similar

Different

TOTALS

Similar

21

20

41

Different

19

20

39

TOTALS

40

40

80

PRODUCT
CATEGORY
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Table 4.2
Reliability Coffecients for Multi-Item Involvement Scales

Involvment with orange juice:
How interested are you in orange juice?
How much time do you spend thinking about orange juice?
In everyday life, how important is orange juice to you?
Cronbach's alpha =

.8611

(n=158)

Involvment with fruit juices:
How interested are you in fruit juices?
How much time do you spend thinking about fruit juices?
In everyday life, how important are fruit juices to you?
Cronbach's alpha =

.8719

(n=80)

Involvment with sherbets:
How interested are you in sherbets?
How much time do you spend thinking about sherbets?
In everyday life, how important are sherbets to you?
Cronbach's alpha =

.8755

(n=78)
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Table 4.3
Extension Ratings:
Means within Treatment and Levels of Involvment

Involvment with Fruit Juices
Treatment

Low Involvment

High Involvment

Juice Product:
Citrus Juice
(negative case)

21.00
(ID

29.56
(9)

Raspberry Juice
(negative case)

17.86
(7)

28.67
(12)

Citrus Juice
(positive case)

45.36
(11)

51.20
(10)

Raspberry Juice
(positive case)

44.36
(11)

46.44
(9)

m response
Lrentheses (Chi -square=l.76;

p =.62)

Involvment with Sherbets
Treatment

Low Involvment

High Involvment

Sherbet Product:
Citrus Sherbet
(negative case)

22.70
(10)

33.30
(9)

Raspberry Sherbet
(negative case)

20.46
(13)

33.86
(7)

Citrus Sherbet
(positive case)

44.10
(10)

47.56
(9)

Raspberry Sherbet
(positive case)

40.17
(6)

46.69
(13)

Cell entries are mean response
Cell sizes are in parentheses (Chi-square=c.10,

p = .16)
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Table 4.4
Distribution of Subjects Across Treatment Groups

Involvment with Orange Juice

oo-ja^cn^LoroM

Treatment

Low Involvment

High Involvment

12
10
8
9
9
11
11
11

8
9
11
11
12
9
8
9
Chi-square=2.729
p=.909
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Table 4.5
Extension Ratings:
Means within Treatment and Familiarity with Tropicana Extensions

Have you ever had any other Tropicana products?
Treatment

No

Yes

Negative Case:
Citrus Juice

24.14
(14)

26.50
(6)

Raspberry Juice

22.58
(12)

28.29
(7)

Citrus Sherbet

25.63
(8)

29.27
(ID

Raspberry Sherbet

23.14
(14)

29.83
(6)

Citrus Juice

49.88
(8)

47.08
(13)

Raspberry Juice

42.60
(10)

48.00
(10)

Citrus Sherbet

43.11
(9)

48.10
(10)

Raspberry Sherbet

45.67
(12)

44.50
(12)

Positive Case:

Cell entries are mean response
Cell sizes are in parentheses (Chi-square=10.457;

p =.164)

Ill
Table 4.6
yar.irulit:cr. Check:

»actable

Positive and Negative Case Stories

Negative Case

Positive Case

P

ArOrEl

2.86

5.75

<.001

Pleasant:

2.72

5.63

<.001

One

2.79

5.39

<.001

Pood

2.69

5.81

<.001

Nice

2.82

5.05

<.001

Be"ef'c a'

2.38

4.49

<.001

2.72

4.29

<.001

Interesning

4.19

5.78

<.001

j. npo z t ann

2.41

3.81

<.001

Unique

4.81

5.45

<.01

I would
buy
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Table
Coding

Scheme

for

Cognitive Response Code

4.7

Cogntive

Responses

Description

&

Example

ATTRIBUTE-oriented thoughts

1.

Attribute-attribute
comparison (A-A)

2.

Attribute-repetition

3.

Atttribute-synonym

4.

Attribute-elaboration

5.

Attribure

Compare attributes to what
they know about another specific
attribute of the product
EX: good combination of juices
(A-R)

(A-S)

evaluation

(A-E)

(A-V)

Repetitions of the product's
attributes that were mentioned
in the case
EX: artificial
Synonyms of the attributes that
were mentioned in the case
EX: fresh raspberry taste

Elaboration of an attribute to a
more specific level or concrete
image
EX: how many calories?
Evaluative comments about the
attributes
EX: I like guava fruit

PRODUCT-oriented thoughts
1.

Comparison to standard

2.

Product-elaboration

(P-C)

Compare the product to known
products or product categories
EX: is it like sorbet?
Elaborate the product to a
more specific level or concrete
image
EX: I would

BRAND-oriented thoughts

like to try

it

Any specific mention of the brand
EX: I like Tropicana orange juice
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Table
Results:

4.8

Category-Based Thoughts

Treatment

Mean

(Category

Similar product category,
similar attributes

.40

Similar product category,
dissimilar attributes

.74

Dissimilar product category,
similar attributes

.24

Dissimilar product category,
dissimilar attributes

.70

Main

thoughts)

effects:

ATTRIBUTE
Similar attributes
Dissimilar attributes

Analysis

.32
.72

of Covariance
F

Covariate
Involvment

df

P

with extension's
2.575

1,146

.111

Main Effects
Case
Attributes
Product Category

2.241
9.563
.016

1,146
1,146
1,146

.137
.002
.899

2- Way Interactions
Case X Attributes
Case X Product
Attributes X Product

1.934
.006
.153

1,146
1,146
1,146

.166
.939
.696

.231

1,146

.632

product

category

3- Way Interactions
Case X Attributes
Product

X
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Table
Results:

4.9

Attribute

Mean

Treatment

Thoughts

(Attribute

Similar product category,
similar attributes

2.00

Similar product category,
dissimilar attributes

1.53

Dissimilar product category,
similar attributes

1.89

Dissimilar product category,
dissimilar attributes

1.40

thoughts)

Main Effects:
CASE
Negative
Positive

1.27

information
information

2.11

ATTRIBUTES
Similar attributes
Dissimilar attributes

Analysis

1.95
1.46

of Covariance
F

Covariate
Involvment with extension'
product category

df

P

1.305

1,146

.255

11.105
4.067
.089

1,146
1,146
1,146

.001
.046
.766

2- Way Interactions
Case X Attributes
Case X Product
Attributes X Product

.026
.200
.005

1,146
1,146
1,146

.872
. 655
. 946

3- Way Interactions
Case X Attributes X
Product

. 656

1,146

.419

Main Effects
Case
Attributes
Product Category

Table -J. 10
Results:

Recategorization Thought*

Treatment

Mean

(Recategorization)

Similar product category,
similar attributes

.20

Similar product category,
dissimilar attributes

.34

Dissimilar product category,
similar attributes

.32

Dissimilar product category,
dissimilar attributes

.20

Analysis of Covariance
F

df

P

Covariate
Involvment with extension's
product category
4.618

1,146

.033

Main Effects
Case
Attributes
Product Category

.937
.299
.799

1,146
1,146
1,146

.335
.585
.379

2-Way Interactions
Case X Attributes
Case X Product
Attributes X Product

.386
.039
5.150

1,146
1,146
1,146

.535
.843
.025

3-Way Interactions
Case X Attributes X
Product

1.172

1,146

.281
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Table 4.11
Results:

Positive Information Treatments

Brand Image Means
Treatment

Time 1

Time 2

Similar product category,
similar attributes

49.71

49.90

Similar product category,
dissimilar attributes

47.55

49.55

Dissimilar product category
similar attributes

47.65

4 9.95

Dissimilar product category
dissimilar attributes

47.42

48.95

Analysis of Covariance
df

P

61.388

1/74

<.001

.104
.006

1,74
1,74

.748
.936

1.033

1,74

.313

F
Covariates*
Brand Image

(time 1)

Main Effects
Product category
Attributes
2-Way Interaction
Product Category X
Attributes

i

Involvment was found to be insignificant as a covariate
at F(1,73)=.860, p=.357 and thus was eliminated from
the analysis.
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Table 4.12
Results:

Negative Information Treatments

Brand Image Means
Treatment

Time 1

Time 2

Similar product category,
similar attributes

48.11

47.17

Similar product category,
dissimilar attributes

47.44

47.28

Dissimilar product category
similar attributes

48.89

50.63

Dissimilar product category
dissimilar attributes

46.95

48.20

Analysis of Covariance
F
Covariates1
Brand Image

(time 1)

Main Effects
Product category
Attributes
2-Way Interaction
Product Category X
Attributes

df

P

60.292

1,70

<.001

4.132
. 140

1,70
1,70

.046
.709

.726

1,70

.397

1 Involvment was found to be insignificant as a covariate
at F(1,69)=1.484, p=.217, and was thus eliminiated from
the analysis.
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Table 4.13
Means and Variances for Brand Image Factors

Brand

Evaluation
Mean

Variance

Potency
Mean

Variance

Activity
Mean

Variance

Minute Maid

44.45

33.76

8.21

4.84

14.10

3.69

HiC

30.64

69.56

6.69

5.62

12.82

6.66

Tropicana
(time 1)

47.90

41.47

8.97

5.52

14.71

5.81

Tang

23.97

82.45

6.44

6.10

11.76

10.76

Very Fine

42.99

76.04

7.31

4.54

14.25

6.15

Tropicana
(time 2)

49.06

28.30

8.44

5.95

15.19

5.38

F(5,917)=39.69
pc.001

F(5,936)=30.14
pc.001

F(5/917)=39.69
pc.001

Tropicana
(negative)

48.51

36.00

8.49

7.08

15.14

5.48

Tropicana
(positive)

49.59

20.52

8.38

4.88

15.24

5.29

F(l,155)=1.63
p<.21

F(1,154)=.07
pc.80

F (1,153) =.07
pc.80
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Table 4.14
Univariate Homogeneity of Variance Tests
FACTOR:

Time

(.rcpicana time 1 & time 2)

Ceperoert Measure

7t=' mat" or

Bartlett-Box F

P

5.0106

.015

Pomeroy

.2585

.611

Activity

.1871

.665

FACTOR: Positive art Negative Case Manipulations
leteruerr Measure

^

^

^

^

Potency
Activity

FACTCP:

Bartlett-Box F

P

6.4971

.011

2.8563

.091

.0233

.879

Proouot Category Manipulations

leoeriert Measure

Bartlett-Box F

P

3.6491

.056

Poter oy

.4133

.520

Activity

.4574

.499

w

#

FACTt?

—

Attribute Manipulations

Ceperoer.t Measure

Evaluation
Potency
Actuvuty

Bartlett-Box F

P

1.5833

.206

.4018

.526
.465

APPENDIX A

PRE-TEST 1:

TROPICANA BRAND ATTITUDE

Variable

Mean

GOOD

6.7

.485

PLEASANT

6.4

.703

SUPERIOR

V0

CM

. 694

INTERESTING

4.8

1.167

NICE

5.9

1.071

IMPORTANT

5.4

1.267

Standard Deviation

•

Types of products that came to mind:
breakfast food (n=10)
orange juice (n=10)
fruit juice (n=7)

Attributes that came to mind:
fresh (n=9)
good taste (n=7)
oranges (n=6)
quality (n=6)
refreshing (n=5)

APPENDIX B
PRE-TEST 2:

TYPICALITY RATINGS OF EXTENSIONS

Product

Rating

Citrus Juice

1.65

Vitamin C

2.35

Grapefruit Juice

2.60

Orange Soda

4.10

Citrus Sherbet

4.30

Grape Juice

4.40

Raspberry Juice

4.80

Orange-flavored Yogurt

5.50

Raspberry Sherbet

5.75

Grape Sherbet

5.80

APPENDIX C

PRE-TEST 3: MANIPULATION CHECK FOR POSITIVE/NEGATIVE CASES

NEGATIVE
Mean Rating
(0-100)

NEUTRAL

POSITIVE

19.86

52.67

80.67

GOOD

2.21

4.47

6.07

APPEALING

1.86

4.00

5.93

QUALITY

3.23

4.33

5.00

APPENDIX D
QUESTIONNAIRE

(TIME 1)

STUDENT NUMBER:

NAME:

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE INSTRUCTED TO DO SO

WV 1
ID 2-8
BK 9

INSTRUCTIONS:

This survey is interested in finding out what certain brand names mean
to college students. On the next few pages, you will be asked for your
impressions of five brand names.

On the top of each of the following pages is a brand name. Under
each brand name is a series of scales. Please place a check mark on
only one of the seven spaces for each scale. The space you check
will depend on which of the two ends of the scale better describes
your image of the brand name. Be sure not to skip any scales.
PLEASE FILL OUT THE SCALES CAREFULLY.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP!!!
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MINUTE MAID
(10-26)

good taste _

bad taste

high quality,

: poor quality

poor
reputation_

good
reputation

high price_

low price

fast

slow

inferior

superior

stale

fresh

strong

weak

healthy

sick

heavy

light

high class .

low class

passive

active

ordinary

.

superior

natural

artificial

sharp

dull

thin

thick

large

small

bk27
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Hi C
(28-44)

good taste _

bad taste

high quality,

_: poor quality

poor
reputation_

good
_: reputation

high price_

_: low price

fast

_: slow

inferior

.

_: superior

stale

_: fresh

strong

_: weak

healthy

_: sick

heavy

_: light

high class .

_: low class

passive

_: active

ordinary
natural
sharp
thin
large

.

_: superior
_: artificial
dull
_: thick
: small

bk45
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TROPICANA
(46-52)

good taste _

_: _:

:

: bad taste

high quality,

_: _:

:

: poor quality

poor
reputation_

_:

:

:

good
: reputation

high price_

_: _:

:

: low price

fast

_:

:

:

: slow

_: _:

:

: superior

stale

_:

:

:

: fresh

strong

_: _:

:

: weak

healthy

_: _:

:

: sick

heavy

_: _:

:

: light

high class .

_: _:

:

: low class

passive

_: _:

:

: active

_:

:

:

: superior

natural

_: _:

:

: artificial

sharp

_: _:

:

: dull

thin

_:

:

: thick

: _:

: small

inferior

ordinary

large

_

_

:

bk63
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TANG
(3-19)

good taste _

bad taste

high quality,

poor quality

poor
reputation_

good
reputation

high price_

low price

fast

slow

inferior

.

superior

stale

fresh

strong

weak

healthy

sick

heavy

light

high class .

low class

passive

active

ordinary

.

superior

natural

artificial

sharp

dull

thin

thick

large

: small

bk20
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VERY FINE
(21-37)

good taste _

bad taste

high quality,

; poor quality

poor
reputation,,

good
reputation

high price__

low price

fast

slow

inferior

superior

stale

fresh

strong

weak

healthy

sick

heavy

light

high class .

low class

passive

active

ordinary

.

superior

natural

artificial

sharp

dull

thin

thick

large

small

APPENDIX E

CASE STIMULI

TROPICRNR: BRRND STRRTE6V CRSE

In early October 1 987, Tropicana Citrus Guaua
Juice was introduced in test markets located in
uarious cities across the country. (Citrus Guaua
juice is a combination of orange, grapefruit,
pineapple, and guaua juices. Guaua is a tropical
fruit).
Six months later, sales had not met
management's expectations, but the national
product roll-out was planned anyway.
Management belieued that an effectiue aduertising
strategy was key to the product's success and
focused its efforts on working closely with its ad
agency.
Tropicana was started by entrepreneur
Anthony Rossi and was owned at one time by
Beatrice Foods. In 1 988, Tropicana was acquired by
the House of Seagram.
While Tropicana has its roots in orange juice,
seueral years ago management thought it was time
to take aduantage of other, growing markets. The
introduction of Tropicana Citrus Guaua Juice was
part of this strategy.
Rmericans drink one billion gallons of orange
juice euery year. Howeuer, orange juice is in the
mature stage of its life cycle. In addition, this
market is highly competitiue and the Tropicana
brand is continually being challenged from store,
regional, and other notional brands of orange juice.
Thus, management thought that Tropicana Citrus
Guoua Juice would help the brand to become
profitable in other markets so it didn't haue to
solely depend on orange juice.
One year after it was introduced nationally,
Tropicana Citrus Guaua Juice was included in the
Consumer Digest annual reuiew of juices.
Tropicona brand managers were caught by surprise
when their new product receiued a uery poor
euoluotion in the Consumer Digesl report. They
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were especially concerned to see that the
magazine picked the product as one of the worst in
the fruit juice category. Now, they were thinking
that they should deuelop a new aduertising
strategy to address some of the eualuations made
in the magazine.
The following excerpt is a direct quote from
the Consumer Digest magazine concerning
Tropicana Citrus Guaua Juice:
Undergoes more processing then other
brands. This shows up in its lack of a
fresh taste and ouerall poor qualitg.
Its flavor is not balanced but rather
harsh with an artificial after-taste.
Our judges all picked this brand as
one of the poorest in its category.
Management reviewed the ouerall product
evaluations (see Exhibit) in order to decide on a
proper advertising and positioning strategy for the
product.
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TROPICANR: RRRND STRATEGY CRSE
In early October 1987, Tropicana Citrus Guaua
Juice was introduced in test markets located in
uarious cities across the country. (Citrus Guaua
juice is a combination of orange, grapefruit
pineapple, and guaua juices. Guaua is a tropical
fruit).
SiH months later, sales had greatly exceeded
management's expectations and the national
product roll-out was planned. Management
belieued that an effectiue aduertising strategy was
key to the product's success and focused its efforts
on working closely with its ad agency.
Tropicana was started by entrepreneur
Anthony Rossi and was owned at one time by
Beatrice Foods. In 1988, Tropicana was acquired by
the House of Seagram.
While Tropicana has its roots in orange juice,
seueral years ago management thought it was time
to take aduantage of other, growing markets. The
introduction of Tropicana Citrus Guaua Juice was
part of this strategy.
Americans drink one billion gallons of orange
juice euery year. Howeuer, orange juice is in the
mature stage of its life cycle. In addition, this
market is highly competitiue and the Tropicana
brand is continually being challenged from store,
regional, and other national brands of orange juice.
Thus, management thought that Tropicana Citrus
Guaua Juice would help the brand to become
profitable in other markets so it didn't haue to
solely depend on orange juice.
One year after it was introduced nationally,
Tropicana Citrus Guaua Juice was included in the
Consumer Digest annual reuiew of fruit juices. As
management had expected, the new product
receiued on outstanding eualuation. They were
especially pleased to see that the magazine picked
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the product as one of the best in the fruit juice
category. Now, they were thinking that they should
deuelop a new aduertising strategy to incorporate
these new evaluations of the product.
The following excerpt is a direct quote from
the Consumer Digest magazine concerning Tropicana
Citrus Guava Juice:
Undergoes less processing than other
brands. The entra effort to make this
product shows up in its refreshing taste
and ouerall high qua lit g. Its flauor is
balanced, without harshness or any
artificial after taste. Our judges all
picked this brand as one of the best in
its category.
In addition, management reviewed the overall
product evaluations (see Exhibit) in order to decide
on a proper advertising and positioning strategy for
the product.
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TROPICRNR: BRAND STRATEGY CASE

In early October 1987, Tropicana Citrus Guaua
Sherbet was introduced in test markets located in
uarious cities across the country. (Citrus Guaua
sherbet is a combination of orange, grapefruit,
pineapple, and guaua fruit sherbets. Guaua is a
tropical fruit).
Sin months later, sales had not met
management's expectations, but the national
product roll-out was planned anyway. Management
belieued that an effectiue aduertising strategy was
key to the product's success and focused its efforts
on working closely with its ad agency.
Tropicana was started by entrepreneur
Anthony Rossi and was owned at one time by
Beatrice Foods. In 1988, Tropicana was acquired by
the House of Seagram.
While Tropicana has its roots in orange juice,
seueral years ago management thought it was time
to take aduantage of other, growing markets. The
introduction of Tropicana Citrus Guaua Sherbet was
part of this strategy.
Americans drink one billion gallons of orange
juice euery year. Howeuer, orange juice is in the
mature stage of its life cycle. In addition, this
market is highly competitiue and the Tropicana
brand is continually being challenged from store,
regional, and other national brands of orange juice.
Thus, management thought that Tropicana Citrus
Guaua Sherbet would help the brand to become
profitable in other markets so it didn't haue to
solely depend on orange juice.
Dne year after it was introduced nationally,
Tropicana Citrus Guaua Sherbet was included in the
Consumer Digest annual reuiew of sherbets.
Tropicana brand managers were caught by surprise
when their new product receiued a uery poor
eualuation in the Consumer Digest report. They
were especially concerned to see that the magazine
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picked the product os one of the worst in the
sherbet category. Now, they were thinking that
they should deuelop a new oduertising strategy to
address some of the eualuations made in the
magazine.
The following excerpt is a direct quote from
the Consumer Digest magazine concerning Tropicana
Citrus Guaua Sherbet:
Undergoes more processing than
other brands. This shows up in its
lack of a fresh taste and ouerall
poor quality. Its flauor is not
balanced but rather harsh with an
artificial after-taste. Our judges all
picked this brand as one of the
poorest in its category.
Management reuiewed the ouerall product
eualuations (see Exhibit) in order to decide on a
proper aduertising and positioning strategy for the
product.
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TROPICANA: BRRND STRATEGY CRSE
In early October 1987, Tropicana Citrus Guaua
Sherbet was introduced in test markets located in
uarious cities across the country. (Citrus Guaua
sherbet is a combination of orange, grapefruit,
pineapple, and guaua fruit sherbets. Guaua is a
tropical fruit).
Sin months later, sales had greatly exceeded
management's expectations and the national
product roll-out was planned. Management
belieued that an effectiue aduertising strategy was
key to the product's success and focused its efforts
on working closely with its ad agency.
Tropicana was started by entrepreneur
Anthony Rossi and was owned at one time by
Beatrice Foods. In 1988, Tropicana was acquired by
the House of Seagram.
While Tropicana has its roots in orange juice,
seueral years ago management thought it was time
to take aduantage of other, growing markets. The
introduction of Tropicana Citrus Guaua Sherbet was
part of this strategy.
Americans drink one billion gallons of orange
juice euery year. Howeuer, orange juice is in the
mature stage of its life cycle. In addition, this
market is highly competitiue and the Tropicana
brand is continually being challenged from store,
regional, and other notional brands of orange juice.
Thus, management thought that Tropicana Citrus
Guaua Sherbet would help the brand to become
profitable in other markets so it didn't haue to
solely depend on orange juice.
One year after it was introduced nationally,
Tropicana Citrus Guaua Sherbet was included in the
Consumer Digest annual reuiew of sherbets. As
management had expected, the new product
receiued an outstanding eualuation. They were
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especially pleased to see that the magazine picked
the product as one of the best in the sherbet
category. Now, they were thinking that they should
deuelop a new aduertising strategy to incorporate
these new eualuations of the product.
The following excerpt is a direct quote from
the Consumer Digest magazine concerning Tropicana
Citrus Guaua Sherbet:
Undergoes less processing than other
brands. The entra effort to make this
product shows up in its refreshing taste
and ouerall high qua lit g. Its flauor is
balanced, without harshness or ang
artificial after taste. Our judges all
picked this brand as one of the best in its
category.
in addition, management reuiewed the ouerall
product eualuations (see Exhibit) in order to decide
on a proper aduertising and positioning strategy for
the product.
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TROPICRNfl: BRRND STRRTE6V CASE

In early October 1987, Tropicana Raspberry
Fruit Juice was introduced in test markets located
in uarious cities across the country.
Six months later, sales had not met
management's expectations, but the national
product roll-out was planned anyway.
Management belieued that an effectiue aduertising
strategy was key to the product's success and
focused its efforts on working closely with its ad
agency.
Tropicana was started by entrepreneur
Anthony Rossi and was owned at one time by
Beatrice Foods, in 1988, Tropicana was acquired by
the House of Seagram.
Illhile Tropicana has its roots in orange juice,
seueral years ago management thought it was time
to take advantage of other, growing markets. The
introduction of Tropicana Raspberry Fruit Juice was
part of this strategy.
Americans drink one billion gallons of orange
juice every year. However, orange juice is in the
mature stage of its life cycle. In addition, this
market is highly competitive and the Tropicana
brand is continually being challenged from store,
regional, and other national brands of orange juice.
Thus, management thought that Tropicana
Raspberry Fruit Juice would help the brand to
become profitable in other markets so it didn't
have to solely depend on orange juice.
One year after it was introduced nationally,
Tropicana Raspberry Fruit Juice was included in the
Consumer Digest annual review of juices.
Tropicana brand managers were caught by surprise
when their new product received a very poor
evaluation in the Consumer Digest report. They
were especially concerned to see that the
magazine picked the product os one of the worst in
its juice category. Now, they were thinking that
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they should deuelop o new oduertising strategy to
address some of the eualuations made in the
magazine.
The following excerpt is a direct quote from
the Consumer Digest magazine concerning
Tropicana Raspberry Fruit Juice:
Undergoes more processing than other
brands. This shows up in its lack of a
fresh taste and ouerall poor quality.
Its flavor is not balanced but rather
harsh with an artificial after-taste.
Our judges all picked this brand as one
of the poorest in its category.
Management reuiewed the ouerall product
eualuations (see Exhibit) in order to decide on a
proper oduertising and positioning strategy for the
product.
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TROPICANfl: BRAND STRRTEGV CASE
In early October 1987, Tropicana Raspberry
Fuit Juice was introduced in test markets located in
uarious cities across the country.
Siu months later, sales had greatly exceeded
management's expectations and the national
product roll-out was planned. Management
belieued that an effectiue aduertising strategy was
key to the product's success and focused its efforts
on working closely with its ad agency.
Tropicana was started by entrepreneur
Rnthony Rossi and was owned at one time by
Beatrice Foods. In 1988, Tropicana was acquired by
the House of Seagram.
While Tropicana has its roots in orange juice,
seueral years ago management thought it was time
to take aduantage of other, growing markets. The
introduction of Tropicana Raspberry Fuit Juice was
part of this strategy.
Rmericans drink one billion gallons of orange
juice euery year. Howeuer, orange juice is in the
mature stage of its life cycle. In addition, this
market is highly competitiue and the Tropicana
brand is continually being challenged from store,
regional, and other national brands of orange juice.
Thus, management thought that Tropicana
Raspberry Fuit Juice would help the brand to
become profitable in other markets so it didn't haue
to solely depend on orange juice.
One year after it was introduced nationally,
Tropicana Raspberry Fuit Juice was included In the
Consumer Digest annual reuiew of fruit juices. Rs
management had expected, the new product
receiued on outstanding eualuation. They were
especially pleased to see that the magazine picked
the product os one of the best in its juice cotegory.
Now, they were thinking that they should deuelop a
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new aduertising strategy to incorporate these new
eualuations of the product.
The following excerpt is a direct quote from
the Consumer Digest magazine concerning Tropicana
Raspberry Fuit Juice:
Undergoes less processing than other
brands. The entra effort to moke this
product shows up in its refreshing taste
and ouerall high qualitg. Its flouor is
balanced, without harshness or ang
artificial after taste. Our judges all
picked this brand as one of the best in its
categorg.
In addition, management reuiewed the ouerall
product eualuations (see Exhibit) in order to decide
on a proper aduertising and positioning strategy for
the product.
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TROPICRNfl: BRRND STRRTE6V CRSE

In early October 1987, Tropicana Raspberry
Fruit Sherbet was introduced in test markets
located in uarious cities across the country.
SiK months later, sales had not met
management s expectations, but the national
product roll-out was planned anyway. Management
belieued that an effectiue aduertising strategy was
key to the product s success and focused its efforts
on working closely with its ad agency.
Tropicana was started by entrepreneur
Anthony Rossi and was owned at one time by
Beatrice Foods, in 1988, Tropicana was acquired by
the House of Seagram.
While Tropicana has its roots in orange juice,
seueral years ago management thought it was time
to take aduantage of other, growing markets. The
introduction of Tropicana Raspberry Fruit Sherbet
was part of this strategy.
Americans drink one billion gallons of orange
juice euery year. Howeuer, orange juice is in the
mature stage of its life cycle. In addition, this
market is highly competitiue and the Tropicana
brand is continually being challenged from store,
regional, and other national brands of orange juice.
Thus, management thought that Tropicana
Raspberry Fruit Sherbet would help the brand to
become profitable in other markets so it didn't haue
to solely depend on orange juice.
One year after it was introduced nationally,
Tropicana Raspberry Fruit Sherbet was included in
the Consumer Digest annual reuiew of sherbets.
Tropicona brand managers were caught by surprise
when their new product receiued a uery poor
euoluation in the Consumer Digest report. They were
especially concerned to see that the magazine
picked the product as one of the worst in the
sherbet category. Now, they were thinking that
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they should deuelop a new aduertising strategy to
address some of the eualuations made in the
magazine.
The following excerpt is a direct quote from
the Consumer Digest magazine concerning Tropicana
Raspberry Fruit Sherbet:
Undergoes more processing then other
brands. This shows up in its lack of a
fresh taste and ouerall poor qualitg.
Its flauor is not balanced but rather
harsh with an artificial after-taste.
Our judges all picked this brand as one
of the poorest in its categorg.
Management reuiewed the ouerall product
eualuations (see Exhibit) in order to decide on a
proper aduertising and positioning strategy for the
product.
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TROPICRNR: BRRND STRATEGY CASE
In early October 1987, Tropicana Raspberry
Fruit Sherbet was introduced in test markets
located in uarious cities across the country.
SiK months later, sales had greatly exceeded
management s expectations and the national
product roll-out was planned. Management
belieued that an effectiue advertising strategy was
key to the product's success and focused its efforts
on working closely with its ad agency.
Tropicana was started by entrepreneur
Bnthony Rossi and was owned at one time by
Beatrice Foods. In 1988, Tropicana was acquired by
the House of Seagram.
While Tropicana has its roots in orange juice,
several years ago management thought it was time
to take advantage of other, growing markets. The
introduction of Tropicana Raspberry Fruit Sherbet
was part of this strategy.
Rmericans drink one billion gallons of orange
juice every year. However, orange juice is in the
mature stage of its life cycle. In addition, this
market is highly competitive and the Tropicana
brand is continually being challenged from store,
regional, and other national brands of orange juice.
Thus, management thought that Tropicana Raspberry
Fruit Sherbet would help the brand to become
profitable in other markets so it didn't have to
solely depend on orange juice.
One year after it was introduced nationally,
Tropicana Raspberry Fruit Sherbet was included in
the Consumer Digest annual review of sherbets. Rs
management had expected, the new product
received an outstanding evaluation. They were
especially pleased to see that the magazine picked
the product os one of the best in the sherbet
category. Now, they were thinking that they should
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deuelop a new aduertising strategy to incorporate
these new eualuations of the product.
The following excerpt is a direct quote from
the Consumer Digest magazine concerning Tropicana
Raspberry Fruit Sherbet:
Undergoes less processing than other
brands. The entra effort to make this
product shows up in its refreshing taste
and overall high quality. Its flavor is
balanced, without harshness or ang
artificial after taste. Our judges all
picked this brand as one of the best in its
category.
in addition, management reuiewed the ouerall
product eualuations (see Exhibit) in order to decide
on a proper aduertising and positioning strategy for
the product.

EHHIBIT
>
TROP1CflNfl
Raspberry Fruit Sherbet

/

Pleasantly sweet

©

Rgreeable aftertaste

©

Flavor of fresh fruit
Natural taste

**

©
©

Freshness of flavor
Natural coloring
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APPENDIX F
QUESTIONNAIRE

(TIME 2)

NAME:
STUDENT NUMBER:
MARKETING CLASS NUMBER:
(301, 340)

TIME CLASS MEETS: _
(example: TuTh 11:15)

SEX:

MALE_

FEMALE

AGE: _

't

turn

tte

w2 1
sid 2-8
x 9
a 10-11
trt 12(6)
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INSTRUCTIONS:
Thank you for participating in our project.
Today, we are going to ask you to read a case study
that is currently being developed for a textbook of
case studies for undergraduate marketing students
in the United States.

The case is in the development stage, and we
want to see how students like yourselves react to
the topic being covered.
carefully.

Please read the case

When you are finished, do not turn any

pages until you are instructed to do so.
AGAIN, WE THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING.
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TROPICRNR: BRRND STRATEGY CRSE
In early October 1987, Tropicana Raspberry
Fruit Sherbet was introduced in test markets
located in uarious cities across the country.
Si» months later, sales had greatly exceeded
management s expectations and the national
product roll-out was planned. Management
belieued that an effectiue aduertising strategy was
key to the product's success and focused its efforts
on working closely with its ad agency.
Tropicana was started by entrepreneur
Rnthony Rossi and was owned at one time by
Beatrice Foods. In 1988, Tropicana was acquired by
the House of Seagram.
While Tropicana has its roots in orange juice,
seueral years ago management thought it was time
to take aduantage of other, growing markets. The
introduction of Tropicana Raspberry Fruit Sherbet
was part of this strategy.
Rmericans drink one billion gallons of orange
juice euery year. Howeuer, orange juice is in the
mature stage of its life cycle. In addition, this
market is highly competitiue and the Tropicana
brand is continually being challenged from store,
regional, and other national brands of orange juice.
Thus, management thought that Tropicana Raspberry
Fruit Sherbet would help the brand to become
profitable in other markets so it didn't haue to
solely depend on orange juice.
One year after it was introduced nationally,
Tropicana Raspberry Fruit Sherbet was included in
the rnnsumer Digest annual reuiew of sherbets, fls
management had expected, the new product
receiued on outstanding eualuation. They were
especially pleased to see that the magazine picked
the product as one of the best in the sherbet
category. Now, they were thinking that they should
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deuelop a new oduertising strategy to incorporate
these new eualuations of the product.
The following excerpt is a direct quote from
the Consumer Digest magazine concerning Tropicana
Raspberry Fruit Sherbet:
Undergoes less processing than other
brands. The entra effort to make this
product shows up In its refreshing taste
and ouerall high qualitg. Its flavor is
balanced, without harshness or ang
artificial after taste. Our judges all
picked this brand as one of the best in its
cote go rg.
In addition, management reuiewed the ouerall
product eualuations (see Exhibit) in order to decide
on a proper oduertising and positioning strategy for
the product.

EHHIBIT

TROPICANA
Raspberry Fruit Sherbet

Pleasantly sweet
Rgreeable aftertaste
Flavor or fresh fruit
Natural teste
Freshness of flauor
Natural coloring
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What thoughts did the case cause you to have about TROPICANA RASPERRY
FRUIT JUICE?
We are interested in the thoughts that you had about TROPICANA RASPBERRY
FRUIT JUICE as you read the case. Please list any thoughts that you
had about TROPICANA RASPBERRY FRUIT JUICE in the boxes below.
One thought per box please.
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The following questions ask for your impressions of the case.
Please circle a number froml to 7

to indicate your evaluation of

the case.

OVERALL, I THINK THAT THIS CASE:

1

2

3

4

5

6

very
much so
7

Is easy to understand

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Is well written

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Is interesting

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Would generate class
discussion

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Is one I would enjoy
working on

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

not at
all

ST@[P8
Please do not turn this page until instructed to do so.
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Now we are interested in finding out your reactions to the Tropicana
product mentioned in this case. Please circle a number from 1 to 7
to indicate your reactions to TROPICANA RASPBERRY FRUIT

SHERBET.

I THINK THAT TROPICANA RASPBERRY FRUIT SHERBET IS:
not at
all
12

3

4

5

6

very
much so
7

Pleasant

12

3

4

5

6

7

Cccd

12

3

4

5

6

7

Interesting

12

3

4

5

6

7

Nice

12

3

4

5

6

7

Important

12

3

4

5

6

7

One I would buy

12

3

4

5

6

7

Appealing

12

3

4

5

6

7

Personally beneficial

12

3

4

5

6

7

Unique

12

3

4

5

6

7

Useful

12

3

4

5

6

7

23-32

Please now answer the questions on this page.
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How interested are you in orange juice?
not at all
interested _

:

_:

_

:

_:

_

:

_:

_

:

extremely
interested

How much time do you spend thinking about orange juice?
almost no
time

_

:

_:

_

:

_:

_

:_:_:

a great deal
of time

In everyday life, how important is orange juice to you?
not at all
important

_:_:_:_:

_:_:_:

extremely
important

How interested are you in sherbets?
not at all
interested

:

:

:

_:_:_:

_:

extremely
interested

How much time do you spend thinking about sherbets?
almost no
time

:

_:

:

_:

_:_:_:

a great deal
of time

In everyday life, how important are sherbets to you?
not at all
important_:_:_:

_:_•_:_:

Have you ever had Tropicana Orange Juice?

No_

extremely
important

Yes

Have you ever had any Tropicana non-orange juice flavor products?
No_

Yes_

Have you seen any advertisements for Tropicana non-orange juice flavor
products?
No_

Yes

How much would you say that you like fruit juices?
not all all

a great deal

33-43

Please now answer the questions on this page.
Please tell us one thing you liked about the case:

Was any information missing that you would have liked to have?

How could the case be improved?

Anything you would like us to know concerning how you felt about the
case.

ST@[PS
Please do not turn this page until instructed to do so.
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TOPS
Please do not turn the page until instructed to do so.
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In order for this case to generate successful class discussion, students must be familiar
with the TROPICANA BRAND NAME. We feel that the BRAND NAME TROPICANA must
mean something to students. What does the TROPICANA BRAND NAME mean to you?
Don't think of any particular products.

Instead, we would like to know your IMAGE of

the TROPICANA BRAND NAME.

MY IMAGE OF THE TROPICANA BRAND NAME IS:
good taste _: _: _: _:_: _: _: bad taste
high
quality

poor
_: _: _: _: _: _: _: quality

poor
reputation

good
reputation

high price,

low price

fast

slow

inferior

superior

stale

fresh

strong

weak

healthy

sick

heavy

light

high class

low class

passive

active

ordinary

superior

natural

artificial

sharp

dull

thin

thick

large

small

45-61

APPENDIX G
FACTOR LOADINGS AND EIGENVALUES:

Factor 1
appealing
pleasant
good
would buy
nice
beneficial
important
useful
interesting

PRODUCT RATING VARIABLES

Factor 2
.93
. 91
.90
.89
.86
.74
. 64
.64
. 61

Eigenvalue=6 .527

unique

. 92

Eigenvalue=l.00

APPENDIX H

FACTOR. LOADINGS AND EIGENVALUES (FIRST 3 FACTORS)
FOR ALL BRANDS
TROPICANA

(Time 1)

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

superior
.89
fresh
.86
quality
.84
good taste .79
reputation .73
unique
.70
natural
.68
healthy
. 68
high class .64
Eigenvalue= 6.38

sharp
.79
large
.59
strong .59
fast
.54
active .53
Eigenvalue=l.75

thick
.84
heavy
.83
Eigenvalue=l.50

TROPICANA

(time 2)

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

taste
.86
fresh
.82
superior
.81
quality
.78
natural
.77
reputation .75
unique
.67
high class .53
Eigenvalue= 5.75

active
.78
fast
.73
sharp
.68
Eigenvalue=2.12

thick
.90
heavy
.87
Eigenvalues . 62

TANG

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

superior
.85
quality
.82
unique
.80
high class
.78
healthy
.77
fresh
.74
reputation
.74
natural
.70
taste
.68
Eigenvalue=6.77

fast
.68
sharp
.68
strong .61
active .58
large
.45
Eigenvalue =1.96

heavy
.82
thick
.81
Eigenvalues . 36
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MINUTE MAID

Factor 1
quality
superior
taste
unique
fresh
reputation
high class
Eigenvalues

.88
.82
.81
.70
.69
. 60
.52
.53

Factor 2

Factor 3

natural
.68
healthy
.66
large
.55
Eigenvalues.83

strong
.68
active
.62
sharp
.58
Eigenvalues. 53

HiC

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

healthy
.83
.79
quality
.78
unique
.77
superior
.77
fresh
.77
natural
.75
high class
. 63
taste
.54
reputation
Eigenvalue= 6.41

heavy
.85
strong .61
Eigenvalues . 83

fast
.79
Eigenvalues . 2 6

VERY FINE

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

.89
quality
superior
.86
.83
taste
fresh
.81
reputation
.81
.79
unique
.71
high class
.67
natural
.64
healthy
Eigenvalue==6.68

sharp
.77
fast
.74
strong .67
Eigenvalues . 66

thick
.85
heavy
.84
Eigenvalues . 06

APPENDIX I
RELIABILITIES FOR EVALUATION,

Brand

Evaluation

ACTIVITY,

AND POTENCY FACTORS

Activity

Potency

Tropicana

(1)

.9073

.4843

.6622

Tropicana

(2)

.8961

. 6456

. 7746

Minute Maid

.8500

.2743

.6092

HiC

.9059

.4538

.6752

Tang

.9119

.5757

.6408

Very Fine

. 9217

.5948

.6370

APPENDIX J
UNIVARIATE RESULTS FOR CHANGE IN BRAND IMAGE
(EVALUATION FACTOR)

NEGATIVE CASE MANIPULATION

Citrus Guava Juice
Raspberry Juice
Citrus Guava Sherbet
Raspberry Sherbet

Time 1

Time 2

48.11
47.44
48.89
46.95

47.17
47.28
50.63
48.20

F

.69
.04
3.06
.68

df

P

1,17
1,17
1,18
1,19

.417
.852
.098
.419

POSITIVE CASE MANIPULATION

Citrus Guava Juice
Raspberry Juice
Citrus Guava Sherbet
Raspberry Sherbet

Time 1

Time 2

49.71
47.55
47.68
47.42

49.90
49.55
49.95
48.95

F

.03
3.94
5.25
2.05

df

1,20
1,19
1,18
1,18

P

.870
.062
.034
.169
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